
1. Introduction 

Laboratory experiments investigating the stability and 

behaviour of rocks and fault gouges provide a rational me-

ans of improving our understanding of processes operating 

in natural faults (Dieterich, 1979). One of the main goals of 

experimental studies on rocks is to gain an understanding of 

the processes that govern earthquake behaviour. The frictio-

nal properties of rocks and fault gouges at slow slip rates 

and small displacements have been investigated in great 

detail and have lead to the development of constitutive rela-

tions that (quite successfully) describe fault strength in 

terms of slip rate and slip history; the so called rate-and-

state constitutive equations (Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983). 

These constitutive relation can be used in earthquake mo-

delling and they are also important for crustal stress models, 

as fault strength may actually control crustal strength 

(Marone, 1998). High-velocity studies have been conducted 

since the late 1980s, and a lot of new insight into deformati-

on mechanisms operating at these slip rates has been gained, 

but still not much is known about the constitutive properties 

at seismic slip rates. The earthquake cycle involves a broad 

range of slip rates, so understanding the frictional properties 

and the underlying deformation mechanisms over a large 

range of slip rates and large displacements is essential 

(Mizoguchi et al., 2009). Also the transient behaviour is 

important; what does actually happen as a rupture front pas-

ses and a fault is subject to accelerating and decelerating 

motion? The velocity dependence of the fault rock may vary 

with depth; earthquakes may nucleate in an unstable 

(velocity weakening) zone, but propagate into a stable 

(strengthening) zone. What happens when the rupture pro-

pagates into such a stably deforming zone?   

Most studies have thus far focused on either low or high 

slip rates, and connections between the two regimes are 

generally lacking. In this study, we present results on analo-

gue halite gouge exploring jumps from low to high veloci-

ties. Halite is often used to simulate natural quartzitic fault 

rocks because it exhibits brittle to plastic deformation beha-

viour at room temperatures and relatively low pressures, 

and the resulting microstructures resemble those found in 

nature (eg. Niemeijer & Spiers, 2005). Solution transfer 

processes are also fast at these conditions, making it a good 

analogue to study brittle-ductile deformation where cata-

clasis in combination with pressure solution is thought to 

operate. Many friction experiments on halite gouges have 

been conducted on (room) dry halite and have thus not in-

vestigated effects of pressure solution. Previous results on 

room-dry halite show that at 10 MPa, room temperature and 

slow slip rates halite behaves in a fully brittle manner, and 

upon increasing the pressure, a transition to fully plastic 

flow is observed from 30 to 250 MPa (Shimamoto & Lo-

gan, 1986). The halite exhibits unstable behaviour and beco-

mes weaker with increasing velocity (velocity weakening) 

up to 1 µms-1, after which it strengthens again up to 300 
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be modelled with RSF. The velocity strengthening regime found in the room-dry experiments at 0.01-0.1 ms-1 may act as a barrier to 
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regime, revealing an initial slip strengthening stage over a significant displacement, before a transition to rapid slip weakening occurred. 

This strengthening stage is not recognized in traditional rate-and-state friction (RSF), implying frictional behaviour is governed by different 

constitutive properties and extrapolation from RSF to the high-velocity regime may not be straightforward.  



µms-1 (velocity strengthening). A recent study at low nor-

mal stresses (<10 MPa) and velocities approaching natural 

seismic velocities (0.02-1 ms-1) reveal extreme weakening, 

accompanied by the formation of melt in the thin localized 

layer and heating induced plastic behaviour in a broader 

zone, deforming at a low slip rate, surrounding this melt 

zone (Kim et al., 2010).  

Natural fault rocks mostly contain a large amount of phyl-

losilicates and are subject to hydrothermal conditions. This 

fact motivated a study on their influence on the behaviour of 

crustal fault strength by Bos et al. (2000a, 2000b), Bos & 

Spiers (2000, 2001, 2002, 2002b), Niemeijer & Spiers 

(2005, 2006, 2007). They conducted experiments under wet 

conditions at low velocities (0.001 – 10 µms-1) on mixed 

halite-muscovite gouges. They find velocity strengthening 

(stable) behaviour at velocities less than 1 µms-1. Micro-

structures revealed the formation of a mica-foliation wrap-

ping around the halite clasts at those velocities, resembling 

very much natural fault rock structures found at the base of 

the seismogenic zone (eg. those found in the Shimanto belt, 

Japan). The authors interpreted deformation to occur by 

sliding of the halite clasts over the foliation, accommodated 

by pressure solution (frictional-viscous behaviour). At velo-

cities higher than 1 µms-1 they find unstable behaviour and 

strong velocity weakening, and they propose this behaviour 

to involve a competition between dilatation caused by gra-

nular flow and compaction by pressure solution at the grain 

contacts. The higher the sliding velocity, the more net di-

latation occurs and the higher the porosity.  

In this study, we investigate the frictional properties and 

deformation mechanisms of analogue halite gouge over a 

wide range of velocities (0.1 µms-1 to 1 ms-1) by reprodu-

cing and extending the analogue fault gouge studies conduc-

ted by Niemeijer & Spiers (2005) to higher velocities. Both 

pure halite and halite + muscovite gouges are analyzed at 

room-dry conditions, and at wet conditions halite + musco-

vite is studied.  

Numerous studies have investigated the stability of fault 

gouges and have subsequently been successfully used in 

earthquake analysis. However, as mentioned earlier the 

transient portion of earthquake rupture, and the influence of 

the fault rock velocity dependence on this, are less well 

known. This study aims to simulate an earthquake rupture 

propagating into a velocity strengthening region, such as 

may exist at the bottom of the seismogenic zone. This is 

done by making a velocity jump of a few orders of magnitu-

de from the frictional-viscous (strengthening) regime found 

by Niemeijer & Spiers (2005) into the velocity weakening 

regime at higher velocities.  

 

1.1. Rate-and-state friction 

 Laboratory studies at low slip rates have given rise to the 

development of constitutive laws describing the frictional 

behaviour in terms of displacement, sliding velocity and the 

history of the slip surface. Frictional stability is a system 

response determined by the contact surface between 2 rocks 

masses (asperities) and their elastic surroundings (Marone, 

1998). A friction constitutive model must take into account 

the observation that friction depends on both the loading 

rate and the slip history (Paterson & Wong, 2005). Under 

this assumption Dieterich (1979) and Ruina (1983) develo-

ped a rate- and state- dependent friction model. In this rate- 

and state- friction (RSF) model, friction is characterized by 

a friction law (which gives the frictional strength as a func-

tion of the sliding velocity and the ‘state’, or history, of the 

sliding surface) and an evolution law (which describes how 

the state of the sliding surface varies with time or slip). The 

friction law is given by 

 

  (1) 

 

where µ is the coefficient of friction (shear strength τ over 

the normal stress σn), V
* is the reference sliding velocity, V 

is the new velocity, µ* the corresponding reference coeffici-

ent of friction, µ the new coefficient of friction, θ the state 

variable and Dc the characteristic sliding distance to steady 

state. The two dimensionless parameters a=A/σ and b=B/σ 

are related to respectively the ‘direct effect’, and the 

‘evolution effect’. Upon a change in sliding velocity there 

will be an instantaneous change in velocity proportional to 

the velocity change, which can be described by the rate-

dependent term Aln(V/V*), where A is a constitutive para-

meter with the dimension of stress. B (also dimensions of 

stress) is a second constitutive parameter related to the evo-

lution effect, describing how strength evolves after the di-

rect effect.  

There are two main evolution laws; a slip law (Ruina, 

1983) and a slowness law (Dieterich, 1979). The slip law 

and slowness laws are expressed respectively as 

 

     (2) 

 

               (3) 

 

Usually both laws fit velocity stepping data equally well. 

Inserting them into (1) the equation for a steady state frictio-

nal coefficient leads to 

 

   (4) 
To find values for a and b, inverse modelling of the data is 

Figure 1 Typical behaviour expected from rate and state friction in case of 

an upstep in velocity by a factor of e. (2.701), illustrating how constitutive 

parameters can be determine, The direct effect is related to the velocity 

step by A(lnV1/V2) and the constitutive parameter B is related to the state 

effect. Dc is the characteristic slip weakening distance, corresponding to a 

decay in µ of 1/e. If a-b is positive, the system is velocity strengthening, if 

a-b is negative it is conditionally velocity weakening, depending on the 

machine stiffness.. (Paterson & Wong, 2005) 



required. However, (a-b) can be read directly from the expe-

rimental data (see figure 1), and provides a measure of the 

velocity dependence, and thus the stability of a material. 

When a-b > 0, the system is velocity strengthening and 

when a-b < 0 , the system is conditionally unstable depen-

ding on the stiffness of the deformation apparatus. 

 

1.2 High-velocity friction 

At high velocities processes other than frictional ones start 

operating and the empirically determined RSF which works 

well at slow slip rates does not seem to apply anymore. We 

will briefly summarize the most important amongst them 

discovered in high velocity friction experiments. In 1994 

frictional properties of simulated faults were first measured 

in a high-velocity testing machine (Tsutumi & Shimamoto, 

1996), and since then our knowledge about frictional pro-

perties has increased greatly. Despite the progress made 

high-velocity experiments still remain challenging. The 

normal load that can be applied is very low due to the effect 

of thermal fracturing (Ohtomo & Shimamoto, 1994). App-

lying, measuring and controlling the pore fluid pressure is 

yet another unsolved problem, so the road to more in-situ 

conditions is still a long one. However, interesting theories 

resulted from the numerous high-velocity studies performed 

to date, especially over the last 15 years.  

Multiple studies record extreme slip weakening and velo-

city weakening of simulated faults and fault gouges at seis-

mic slip rates ~0.1-1 ms-1 (eg. Tsutumi & Shimamoto, 1997, 

Kim et al., 2010) and various mechanisms have been propo-

sed to explain this weakening. Experiments investigating 

the frictional evolution with slip distance, associated with 

the formation of melt (Tsutumi and Shimamoto (1997), Hi-

rose and Shimamoto (2005), Di Toro (2006), Del Gaudio 

(2009)), all show a first peak in strength to overcome static 

friction, followed by slip weakening, after which slip 

strengthening occurs to form a second peak, followed by 

slip weakening to very low frictional strengths. The first 

weakening may be caused by flash heating of asperity con-

tacts. The contacts will undergo a local transient rise of tem-

perature due to frictional heating, which is higher than the 

average temperature over the sliding surface. The local she-

ar strength will presumably drop with this flash heating, 

therefore weakening the frictional strength of the material 

(Rice, 2006). Microstructural observation link the second 

weakening stage to the development of a through-going 

layer of melt , whereas the strengthening preceding this 

‘melt lubrication’ reflects the formation and shearing of 

isolated high viscosity melt patches. Upon cooling during 

the experiment these may weld the fault surfaces together 

and strengthen the material.  

Thermal pressurization is which is proposed as a slip wea-

kening mechanism in earthquake generation  (Sibson 

(1973), Wibberley and Shimamoto (2005), Rice (2006)). 

During rapid slip frictional heating occurs, the pore-fluid is 

heated and expands faster than the surrounding rock, lea-

ding to over pressurization, lowering of the effective normal 

stress and thus results in weakening of the material. High 

temperatures due to frictional heating may also lead to the 

decomposition of the rock or gouge material, which may in 

turn lead to weakening. This is for example seen in calcite 

gouges (Han et al., 2010) and kaolinite-bearing fault gouge 

(Brantut et al., 2008). Di Toro et al. (2004) propose the for-

mation of silica-gel at grain contact as a weakening mecha-

nism in quartz-rich rocks. The variety of hypotheses indica-

tes that the last word has not been spoken on this topic. The 

newest studies start now focusing on accelerating and dece-

lerating slip behaviour which is more like a natural 

earthquake (Sone & Shimamoto, 2009; Togo et al., 2009; 

Sawai, unpublished 2010).  

 

2 Methods 

2.1 Apparatus 

Friction experiments were conducted at Hiroshima Uni-

versity in the 2d low-to-high velocity rotary shear testing 

apparatus (hereafter referred to as HV2 machine). A photo-

graph of the HV2 machine is shown in figure 2a.  Sliding 

velocity is controlled by a servo motor and a gear-and-belt 

system (top of diagram) driving a vertical rotary column. To 

create a wide range of velocities, there are 4 different gears 

named line 1-4 in the gear assembly, which can be switched 

by turning on and off an electromagnetic clutch. By the use 

of these gears, velocities from 3 mm/yr (~10-10 ms-1) up to 

seismic velocities of 1.3 ms-1 can be generated.  

The sample assembly is located in the middle of the ma-

chine (figure 2b), and consists of 2 solid rock cores sandwi-

ching a gouge layer contained by a Teflon sleeve, and 2 

hydraulic grips connecting the cores to the rotary (top) and 

stationary (bottom) shafts (a more detailed description fol-

lows in ‘Sample assembly’). Good alignment is crucial for 

the rotary shear experiments. Beneath the sample assembly 

a spherical plate is used to adjust the radial orientation of 

the stationary column. Further misalignments are detected 

using a dial gauge and is corrected to within 10 µm deviati-

on. In spite of these efforts, some misalignment always 

exists, and can cause oscillatory signals in the data. Another 

assembly inside the pressure vessel was aimed to provide 

the opportunity to do wet experiments under high pressure 

and temperature, but due to problems this assembly is pre-

sently not used.  

The sample is axially loaded via the bottom column and 

normal load is generated using a compex gas cushioning 

system. In high velocity experiments, sample shortening can 

be very rapid and the cushioning effect is essential for kee-

Figure 2 a) Photograph of the HV2 machine in Hiroshima University. The 

servomotor is located at the top of the machine, just above the gearbox 

which has 4 different gears. Normal load is applied via the bottom shaft 

(stationary shaft) by a gas cushioning system. The controller receives all 

the signal and sends them to the computer so data can be observed real 

time. b) Schematic drawing of the specimen assemhly used in this study. 

The wall-rock pistons can be connected to the rotary and stationary shaft 

by the hydraulic jacks.  



ping a more or less constant normal load. In this system, a 

gas compressor and a gas bottle with a regulator are combi-

ned and connected to a bellow cylinder and hydraulic jack, 

providing a maximum normal load of 8 MPa. When higher 

pressures are wished for, a gas accumulator can be connec-

ted to the system to further boost the normal load up to 40 

MPa.  

Axial force and torque are measured by two lever-type 

force gauges attached to the bottom end of the stationary 

shaft. The rpm of the rotary shaft, and thus the sliding velo-

city, is measured by a rotary encoder connected to a belt 

which is in turn connected to the rotary shaft, and a potenti-

ometer. The resolution of the former is too rough for low 

velocities, so the potentiometer data is used to calibrate the 

lowest velocity gear, line 1, and to determine the exact mo-

ment of velocity steps. The vertical displacement is measu-

red by connecting a  to the stationary shaft, which moves 

upwards as a sample shortens. 

 

2.2 Data logging & processing 

Five data signals are recorded on the controller and can be 

observed real time on the computer; axial force (kN), verti-

cal displacement (mm), torque (Nm), revolution speed 

(rpm) and potentiometer data (V). The latter two signals 

come from respectively the rotary encoder and the potentio-

meter, as described in the previous section.  

The current experimental setup, as in all rotary shear ex-

periments involves cylindrical samples, which exhibit a 

gradient in velocity across their surface.  Shimamoto and 

Tsutumi (1994) define the measured torque as 

    (4) 

 And an equivalent velocity veq (ms-1) such that: 

    (5) 

where dW is the rate of frictional work over the sample 

surface, τ is the shear stress (Pa), r is the radius of the solid 

cylinder (m) and S is the surface are of the solid cylinder

(m2). In these formulae it is assumed shear stress is constant 

over the whole cylindrical surface and only varies with ti-

me. However, as the shear strength of materials varies with 

displacement, and often with sliding velocity, this is never 

the case due to the existing gradient. This is a very impor-

tant assumption which may have far-reaching consequences 

for the absolute values obtained in experimental results. For 

solid cylinders the equation for veq (ms-1) reduces to: 

    (6) 

where R is the rate of revolution (s-1) and r (m) is the dia-

meter of the piston core. From (6) veq the equivalent displa-

cement deq (m) is calculated. Recalculating, this means the 

rate of revolution at r=8.33 mm. Veq and deq are hereafter 

termed slip rate (or sliding velocity) and displacement, res-

pectively.  

From the measured axial force it is straightforward to cal-

culate the normal stress σn. Due to the gas bottle loading 

system by which normal load is applied, normal stress in-

creases gradually throughout an experiment due to effects 

from the gas bottle driven loading system. This variation is 

less than 10% of the total normal stress. To eliminate this 

trend in the results, we use the coefficient of friction µ (=τ/

σn) to indicate the frictional strength (Coulomb’s Law assu-

med). Steady state frictional strength µss is averaged from a 

manually selected range in the experiment.  

Temperature could not be measured during our experi-

ments in the HV2 machine. Since it is important to have an 

indication about this parameter we assume the slip surface 

to be extremely thing, so we may employ the following for-

mula for frictional heating (Carlslaw & Jaeger, 1959):  

  

    (7) 

where ∆T (ºC) is the temperature rise from room tempera-

ture, τ the shear stress (Pa), ρ is the density of halite (2160 

kg m-3, Mair et al., 2006), c is specific heat of halite (926 J 

kg-1 ºC-1, Mair et al., 2006),v (m s-1) is the sliding velocity, d 

(m) the displacement and αth the thermal diffusivity of halite 

which according to Kiefer et al. (1976) equals 0.0031 +  9.5 

E-4P (cm2s-1, P in kbars). For a normal pressure of 5 MPa 

αth=3.15 E-7 m2s-1. (7) is calculated for dense, pure halite 

gouge, and it is assumed this is applicable to the mixed gou-

ge as well. Instead of common velocity and displacement, 

veq (5) and deq are used.  

 

2.3 Sample material & Sample assembly 

Following Niemeijer & Spiers (2005) analytical grade 

halite with a grainsize of 90-106 µm and muscovite with a 

median grainsize of 13µm were used. The muscovite is mi-

ned in Aspang, Austria, and provided by Internatio B.V. 

Both pure halite and mixtures of 80 weight % halite and 20 

weight% of muscovite were used as synthetic gouges in the 

experiments.   

In each sample assembly 1 gram of gouge is sandwiched 

between 2 solid cylinder rock cores with a diameter of 25 

mm (figure 2b), resulting in a starting gouge thickness of 

approximately 1-1.5 mm. The bottom core (S-core) will 

remain stationary and the top core forms the rotary side (R-

Table 1 Permeability and relative surface roughness of the rock pistons used in wet experiments. Edited SEM photographs illustrate the relative surface roug-

henss of gabbro and Berea wall rocks (same scale bar in the middle) 

Rock Permeability Relative surface roughness* 

  
 

Belfast gabbro Highly impermeable Low 

Au sandstone ~6 * 10-17 m2  Medium 

Berea sandstone ~7 * 10-14 m2 High 

      

)* all samples are ground with #120 SiC powder. Due to the rock material however surface roughness may differ 



core). The surfaces of the piston cores are manually ground 

with #120 SiC powder to grip the gouge.  A 13 mm thick 

Teflon ring, manually ground to fit tightly around the cores, 

is slid around the top of the S-core and the gouge is distribu-

ted evenly over the surface. Subsequently both cores are put 

into the machine and are tightened to the stationary and 

rotary shaft by hydraulic jacks and brought together by app-

lying a normal load. 

  In high velocity friction experiments, cores of gabbro 

containing virtually no quartz are generally used.  A low 

amount of quartz is a requirement for these experiments in 

which high temperatures are reached, because quartz will 

thermally fracture at around 600ºC (at low normal pressure) 

due to the transition from alpha to beta quartz and the rock 

core will break. However, at certain conditions other rock 

types can also be used. Some of the wet experiments were 

conducted using permeable sandstone cores (Berea sandsto-

ne and Au sandstone), allowing for convenient addition of 

water (see Experimental procedure). Thermal fracturing is 

not a problem here, because no wet experiments were done 

at high velocities. Personal observations suggest surface 

roughness differs because of the different materials used, 

eg. the large grainsize of the Berea sandstone. Properties of 

the gabbro and sandstones are shown in table 1.  

 

2.4 Experimental procedure 

Because we aim to reproduce and extend on the halite 

experiments conducted by Niemeijer & Spiers (2005), the 

experimental procedure as described by these authors is 

followed as closely as possible. For the dry experiments this 

was achievable. However, due to the different machine de-

sign the experimental procedure is rather different for the 

wet experiments.  

As the assembly is brought together in the machine, a nor-

mal load can be applied. For the dry experiments two diffe-

rent loading approaches were explored to assure gouge layer 

was well compacted and evenly distributed before the expe-

rimental run, namely precompaction (as done by Niemeijer 

& Spiers (2005)) & presliding. In the first case the gouge 

layer is compacted at 1 MPa for 10 minutes. In the second 

case a normal stress of about 0.2-0.3 MPa is applied, and 

the rotary part of the assembly is rotated back and forth ma-

nually, to evenly distribute the gouge until compaction has 

ceased. A  number of comparative experiments for the two 

loading approached were conducted. Presliding is chosen as 

the common loading approach for all room-dry experiments.   

After preloading/presliding the normal pressure is increa-

sed to the desired value, after which the experiment can 

commence and data is recorded on the computer. When 

steady state is reached, the experiment is halted. The normal 

load is removed, and the rock assembly can be taken out of 

the machine in one part.  

The current apparatus setup is not specifically designed 

for wet experiments, and no pore fluid system, nor any me-

ans to measure the pore fluid pressure are present. An at-

tempt to create a pore fluid inlet through the Teflon sleeve 

failed. The addition of brine is conducted manually, and is 

different for the gabbro and the sandstone piston cores.  

Gabbro is impermeable, and thus brine could not be added 

through the rock piston. Au sandstone is much more perme-

able, but still the brine took too long to travel through the 

wall-rock to the sample and the same addition method as for 

gabbro is applied. Before both rock cylinders were inserted 

in the machine and brought together (see ‘Sample assemb-

ly’) ± 0.2 ml of brine is added on top of the gouge. Subse-

quently the assembly is put into the machine, and the desi-

red normal load is applied instantly (no presliding/

precompaction) and the sample is left to equilibrate for 10 

minutes. These 10 minutes include the time it took to load, 

because normal load had to be set manually and the time to 

finetune the last percentages of the normal load varies each 

time. This way possible differences in loading time and thus 

compaction were eliminated. In the dry experiments this 

was not done, as compaction did not play so big a role as in 

these wet experiments.  After these 10 minutes the experi-

ment was started.  

The Berea sandstone assembly was inserted in the machi-

ne and preslided, before addition of the brine. 15 ml of brine 

is ‘injected’ with a pipette through the permeable R-core 

and once the brine has reached the sample (this can be ob-

served in the real time compaction log; as the brine reaches 

the sample, rapid compaction starts) the desired normal load 

is applied and as the total loading time is 10 minutes the 

experiment can be started. During long experiments, the 

brine is replenished a few times to prevent too much evapo-

ration.  

 

2.5 Microstructure preservation 

After a dry experiment, the rock assembly (the two gabbro 

cores, gouge and Teflon ring) can be taken out of the machi-

ne in one part. The Teflon ring is slid down so the gouge 

layer is just exposed, tape is put around the Teflon ring to 

create a container around the gouge layer, which is subse-

quently filled with epoxy.  

Preserving the microstructure of wet halite is much more 

challenging, as crystals will grow rapidly from the brine as 

experiments are halted, or existing grains may recrystallize. 

Several techniques were employed to attempt flushing the 

gouge with hexane to remove the pore fluid, but it proved to 

be too difficult. In the end the same method as for the dry 

experiments was applied, i.e. without any flushing but just 

by sliding the Teflon ring down and add epoxy to the layer.  

 

3. Experimental results 

3.1 Dry experiments 

The principal aim of this first run of experiments is to try 

establish a link between the dry experimental results of Nie-

meijer (2005) on halite-muscovite gouges and the experi-

mental results on the same material conducted in the low-to-

high-velocity machine, before commencing with the more 

challenging wet experiments.  Second, shear strength of 

both pure halite and a mixture of 80% halite & 20% musco-

vite is explored over a large range of velocities. The effect 

of a mica on the shear strength can thus be evaluated over 

an 7 order of magnitude velocity range.   

Table 2 gives an overview of the experiments conducted 

at room-humidity. Two experiments are conducted under a 

different normal load; these together with two others are 

used to estimate the Teflon friction (see ‘Discussion’). An 

estimate of the average temperature using during the steady 

state interval using (3) is included in the table.  

 

3.1.1. Friction coefficient vs. displacement for pure, room-

dry halite 

Figure 3 shows the friction coefficient and compaction vs. 

displacement curves for the various experiments on dry 

halite. Compaction is measured normal to the gouge layer 

and is taken positive. All of these samples have been presli-

ded at less than 0.3 MPa normal load until compaction has 



ceased, and were subsequently loaded to 5 MPa normal 

load.  

All samples show an initial quasi-elastic loading stage 

followed by a peak in strength, accompanied by rapid com-

paction. The 2 slowest experiments, HDR622 (0.1 µms-1) 

and HDR616 (1 µms-1) exhibit some slip weakening after 

reaching a peak strength of 0.9, but a transition to slip har-

dening occurs after 0.4-0.5 mm displacement (figure 3a). 

The slip weakening is accompanied by a small amount of 

dilatation. Once slip weakening slows and slip hardening 

takes over, compaction again starts and approaches a steady 

rate (figure 3b).  

Experiments at low velocities (10 µms-1 - 1 mms-1) shown 

in figure 3a-d behave differently; after reaching peak 

strengths of around 0.7 rapid slip weakening occurs, until a 

low steady state frictional coefficient is approached. Stick 

slip occurs in HDR600 (10 µms-1) and HDR605 (100µms-1), 

initiating directly after peak strength has been overcome. 

No dilatation occurs in these experiment. The compaction 

rate is high during the peak strength and initial slip weake-

ning stages and decreases when slip weakening lessens, 

until a constant rate is approached.  

At intermediate velocities (0.01 – 0.1 ms-1) the data again 

are different (figures 3e and 3f). As opposed to the low 

strength data, these frictional strength curves are quite irre-

gular. Experiments at these velocities are known to be diffi-

cult because samples are usually relatively strong whilst the 

velocity is quite high (Han, personal communications). The 

assembly is observed to wobble and these oscillations are 

reflected in the data. The smaller scale irregularities all have 

a similar wavelength, corresponding to 1 revolution. Fur-

thermore a resonance effect in the machine may play a role 

(Togo and Shimamoto, personal communications). Despite 

the irregularities, data is reproducible and the overall trend 

can still be analyzed, but one must be aware of gouge loss 

due to the wobbling. Therefore it is important to watch the 

compaction data closely. If too big an irregularity occurs 

there, the experimental data is truncated at that point. After 

reaching peak strengths of around 0.7, rapid slip weakening 

occurs until a more or less steady state is reached. The com-

paction rate is high at the start of the experiment and decre-

ases until a constant rate is reached.  

The experiment conducted at 1 ms-1 (HDR614) shows an 

initial peak in strength of around 0.65, followed by rapid 

slip weakening continuing until a very low steady state 

strength is reached (figure 3e). Compaction rate is high ini-

Table 2 Table of experiments conducted at room-dry conditions, using solid cylinder gabbro pistons  

     Run # Composition σn  V eq Loading Total d µ ss dw T 

    Ha:Mu (Mpa) (ms-1) Presliding (m)   (m) (°C) 

          

HDR 622 100%:0% 5 1.00E-07 presliding 0.017 0.760 - 15 

HDR 616 100%:0% 5 1.0E-06 presliding 0.011 0.746 - 15 

HDR 600 100%:0% 5 1.0E-05 presliding 0.024 0.505 0.013 16 

HDR 605 100%:0% 5 1.0E-04 presliding 0.124 0.361 0.069 18 

HDR 606 100%:0% 5 1.0E-03 presliding 0.426 0.261 0.131 25 

HDR 607 100%:0% 5 1.0E-02 presliding 3.200 0.314 0.674 122 

HDR 613 100%:0% 5 1.0E-01 presliding 4.840 0.381 0.530 430 

HDR 615 100%:0% 5 1.0E-01 presliding 5.940 0.382 0.200 427 

HDR 614 100%:0% 5 1 presliding 42.000 0.070 13.700 1042 

HDR 316 80%:20% 5 1.00E-06 precompaction 0.040 0.470 0.023 15 

HDR 311 80%:20% 5 1.0E-05 presliding 0.050 0.373 0.032 16 

HDR 312 80%:20% 5 1.0E-04 precompaction 0.073 0.347 0.032 18 

HDR 352 80%:20% 5 1.0E-04 presliding 0.090 0.347 0.027 17 

HDR 331 80%:20% 5 1.0E-03 precompaction 0.400 0.313 0.120 31 

HDR 334 80%:20% 5 1.0E-03 presliding 0.970 0.293 0.220 34 

HDR 603 80%:20% 3 1.0E-03 presliding 0.211 0.340 0.074 16 

HDR 604 80%:20% 6.5 1.0E-03 presliding 0.268 0.340 0.120 30 

HDR 351 80%:20% 5 1.0E-02 presliding 1.530 0.282 0.100 89 

HDR 353 80%:20% 5 1.0E-02 precompaction 1.180 0.284 0.120 70 

HDR 354 80%:20% 5 5.0E-02 presliding 0.857 0.359 0.100 149 

HDR 355 80%:20% 5 5.0E-02 presliding 2.100 0.357 0.074 250 

HDR 323 80%:20% 5 1.0E-01 presliding 0.567 0.501 0.070 338 

HDR 324 80%:20% 5 1.0E-01 presliding 1.420 0.472 0.080 320 

HDR 330 80%:20% 5 5.0E-01 presliding 22.880 0.110 14.000 872 

HDR 329 80%:20% 5 1.0E+00 presliding 20.490 0.050 8.000 673 

HDR 608 80%:20% 5 1E-06,1E-07 presliding - - - 15 

                    

          



tially, but as the rate of slip weakening starts to decrease at 

1.4 meter displacement, the compaction rate changes ab-

ruptly to nearly zero (figure3f). Glassy looking gouge is 

observed on the surface of samples deformed at this veloci-

ty.   

 

3.1.2. Friction coefficient vs. displacement for room-dry 

halite + muscovite 

The experimental settings are the same as for the pure 

halite, but instead of a pure halite gouge a mixture of 80% 

(weight) halite and 20% (weight) muscovite is analyzed. 

For HDR608 only the first, constant sliding velocity part of 

the experiment is shown (figures 4a and 4b), as all results 

shown in this section are of constant sliding velocity.  

The slowest experiments (1-100 µms-1) show a sharp peak 

in strength of about 0.6-0.7, followed by rapid slip weake-

ning until steady state is reached (figure 4a). Stick-slip be-

haviour is observed in all of the experiments in this velocity 

range, similar to the experiments on pure halite. HDR608 (1 

µms-1) is different from the 1 µms-1 experiment on pure hali-

te (HDR616), because it is unstable and shows rapid slip 

weakening, instead of the slip hardening observed in 

HDR616.   

The experiments from (1-100 mms-1) also experience a 

sharp peak in strength (0.6-0.7), followed by rapid slip wea-

kening (figure 4 c and e). The frictional strength curve 

shows an irregular pattern and the data is disturbed by the 

same oscillatory effects as mentioned in the previous secti-

on, as intermediate velocities are reached. The oscillations 

are even visibly in the compaction curves. Despite the oscil-

lations, reproducibility of the experiments is surprisingly 

good (eg. compare HDR354 & HDR353) and steady state 

Figure 3 Overview of a series of dry experiments on 1 gram of pure halite gouge at various slip rates using gabbro pistons. A, c, and e show the evolution of 

the frictional coefficient against the displacement, b, d and f show the vertical displacement (mm) with slip displacement (m).  

a b 

c d 

e 
f 



Figure 4 

Overview of a series of dry experiments on 0.8 gram halite plus 0.2 muscovite gouge at various slip rates using gabbro pistons. A, c, e and g show the evolu-

tion of the frictional coefficient against the displacement, b, d, f and h show the vertical compaction (mm) with displacement (m). 
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strengths can be estimated by averaging out the oscillations. 

The stress drop associated with the slip weakening is diffe-

rent for different velocities and is smallest in HDR323 and 

HDR 324 (0.1 ms-1). For all experiments up to 100 mms-1 

compaction is rapid at the start and gradually lessens as slip 

weakening decreases, until a steady compaction rate is rea-

ched (figures 4b, 4d and 4f).  

At high velocities (0.5-1 ms-1) peak strength is followed 

by rapid slip weakening until a very low steady state 

strength is reached (figure 4g). Compaction is rapid at the 

start, but shows an abrupt transition to no compaction at all 

(figure 4h). In HDR330 (0.5 ms-1) only a short period of 

zero compaction exist, and is followed by a positive com-

paction rate which flattens out to zero compaction again at 

larger displacement. Some gouge may have been lost during 

this experiment.  

Three experiments (HDR312, HDR331 and HDR353) 

have been precompacted before the experimental run, and 

can be compared with experimental data from experiments 

that have been preslided and subsequently deformed at the 

same sliding velocity, HDR352, HDR334 and HDR351 

respectively. HDR312 and HDR352 (deformed at 100 µms-

1) are practically identical. For the other 2 experiments the 

frictional strength data is very similar, and also the compac-

tion curves follow the same trend but the absolute amount 

of compaction is different. This absolute difference may 

thus be due to the method of loading, and that is why we 

stick to 1 loading method, namely presliding.  

 

3.1.3. Effect of sliding velocity 

A frictional strength vs. sliding velocity plot can now be 

constructed to demonstrate clearly the effect of sliding velo-

city. In figure 5 both the steady state frictional strengths of 

pure halite (black dots) and of the halite-mica mixture (red 

dots) are plotted. An estimate of the temperature is indicated 

by the orange area. Temperature only starts to play a role 

above 1 mms-1.  

The  main aspect in this graph is the clear rate dependence 

Figure 5 The evolution of the steady state coefficient of friction versus the sliding velocity (ms-1) for pure halite gouge experiments and 80% halite + 20% 

muscovite gouge experiments at room humidity and a normal load of 5 MPa.  An estimate of the average temperature during the steady state interval calcula-

ted using Carlslaw and Jaeger’s (1976) frictional heating equation is included in the graph (orange area). The upper boundary of this area corresponds to the 

temperature at the edge of the sample (r=12.5 mm), the lower boundary corresponds to the temperature at r=8.33 mm, at which the veq is determined.  

           

Regime Comp. Strength with velocity Dw with velocity T? Behaviour with slip distance 

      

Ultralow v Ha minor weakening? - no strengthening, stage of dilatation 

0.1-1 μm/s Ha-mu minor strengthening? ?   weakening, stick slip in 1 µm/s 

Low v. Ha weakening increasing no weakening, stick slip in slowest 

1 μm/s - 1 mm/s Ha-Mu " increasing?   weakening, stick slip in 10-100 μm/s 

Intermediate v. Ha strengthening from 1 mm/s decreasing yes irregular data (except 1 mm/s) 

1-10 mm/s - 0.1 m/s Ha-Mu strengthening from 10 mm/s decreasing   irregular data, oscillations 

High v.  Ha weakening ? yes very low μss 

> 0.1 m/s Ha-Mu " decreasing ?   

      

Table 3 Overview of the 4 different regimes of deformation for the room-dry experiments and the corresponding frictional behaviour. 



of the two compositions. Two peaks in strength can be ob-

served in both plots; one peak at ultralow velocities (0.1 – 1 

µms-1) and one at intermediate velocities (±0.1 ms-1). What 

happens at velocities lower than 0.1 µms-1 is not clear. No 

stepping experiments could be conducted to investigate this 

region, except one (HDR608) where a step from 1 µms-1 to 

0.1 µms-1 is made. However, the instantaneous effect was 

very hard to see in this experiment, because of the large 

stick-slip events that are ongoing, second because of the fact 

that a switch in gear (resulting in a momentary stress drop) 

needed to be made to achieve this jump and third because 

the sampling rate is possibly too low to capture the effect.  

Figure 5 can be divided into four different regimes, each 

with their own characteristics; an ultralow velocity regime 

(0.1-1 µms-1) where  not many experiments are conducted 

and samples may be velocity weakening, equally strong or 

velocity strengthening depending on the composition, an 

low velocity regime (1 µms-1 up to 1-10 mms-1 where there 

is clear velocity weakening, a intermediate regime (0.01-0.1 

ms-1) where samples are velocity strengthening and finally 

the seismic regime (>0.1 ms-1) where the gouge weakens 

again. Temperature only plays a role in the two fastest regi-

mes. 

Up to 10 µms-1 the pure halite gouges are much stronger 

than the mixed gouge experiments, with a µss of 0.72-0.74 

versus just 0.5. Also their velocity dependence may differ. 

However, at low velocities (100 µms-1 to 10 mms-1) the 

steady state strengths of both compositions are similar, both 

being quite low (± 0.3). Contrastingly, in the intermediate 

regime, the halite-mica samples are stronger than the pure 

halite samples. At high velocities both compositions exhibit 

very low coefficients of friction.  

The slip weakening distance dw, which following Sone 

and Shimamoto (2009) is defined as the distance required to 

achieve 95% of the weakening from µpeak to µss, is estima-

ted from the dry experiments and plotted in figure 6.  The 

same regimes as described in the previous paragraph may 

be roughly reflected in this dw as well. For pure halite, dw 

appears to increase with increasing velocity in the velocity 

weakening, up to the intermediate regime (0.01-0.1 ms-1), 

where Dw seems to decrease with increasing velocity. In the 

high velocity regime Dw is much higher, but no trend can be 

observed as there is only 1 datapoint. For the mixed gouge, 

dw increases with sliding velocity from 1 to 10 µms-1 but 

seems to decrease again from 10 to 100 µms-1; more da-

tapoint are necessary in this region. In the intermediate regi-

me (1-100 mms-1), dw decreases, and in the high velocity 

regime dw is much higher.  

Table 3 gives an overview of the four different regimes 

that we recognize and describes the characteristic behaviour 

belonging to each regime. 

  

3.2 Wet experiments 

As described in ‘2.5 Experimental procedure’, gabbro and 

Figure 6 Plot showing the slip weakening distance dw measured in our data 

versus the sliding velocity for the pure halite experiments and for the 

mixed gouge experiments. Dw is the displacement at which 95% of the total 

drop in strength from peak friction to steady state is achieved.  

a 

b 

c 

Figure 7 Comparative experiments for three different rock pistons, namely 

gabbro, Au sandstone and Berea sandstone at a)5 µms-1 b)10 µms-1 and c)

100 µms-1
. All experiments are conducted on 80% halite + 20% muscovite 

gouges under wet conditions and 5 MPa normal load.  



                    

     

Run #  V eq Piston σn  Total d. µpeak µss T abs dw 

    m/s   (Mpa) m         

          

HDR 609 5.E-06 Au 5 0.0154 0.75 0.416 15 0.011 

HDR 612 1.E-05 Au 5 no steady state yet  15 - 

HDR 621 1.E-04 Au 5 0.0832 0.65 0.304 17 0.062 

HDR 611 2.E-07 Au 5 0.0121 0.72 0.614 15 0.00739 

HDR 610 1.E-05 Au 5 no steady state yet  15 - 

HDR 581 3.E-08 Berea 5 no steady state yet  15 - 

HDR 552 1.E-07 Berea 5 0.0139 0.907 0.565 15 0.0063 

HDR 573 1.E-07 Berea 5 0.0217 0.831 0.5 15 0.0104 

HDR 561 1.E-06 Berea 5 0.0501 0.88 0.53 15 0.0239 

HDR 549 5.E-06 Berea 5 0.0473 0.77 0.326 15 0.0214 

HDR 550 1.E-05 Berea 5 0.0474 0.77 0.276 15 0.0246 

HDR 551 1.E-04 Berea 5 0.0873 0.79 0.291 17 0.0318 

HDR 574 1.E-03 Berea 5 0.265 0.66 0.302 25 0.071 

HDR 575 1.E-02 Berea 5 0.5 0.66 0.28 61 0.155 

HDR 576 1.E-01 Berea 5 1 0.66 0.294 205 0.311 

HDR 539 5.E-06 Gabbro 5 0.0304 0.62 0.317 15 0.00647 

HDR 540 1.E-05 Gabbro 5 0.0289 0.61 0.403 16 0.00745 

HDR 542 1.E-06 Gabbro 5 0.0429 0.53 0.458 15 0.0154 

HDR 544 1.E-04 Gabbro 5 0.0972 0.64 0.326 17 0.021 

HDR 582 1.E-08 Gabbro 5 0.00302 0.444 0.35 15 0.00179 

HDR 579 1.E-07 Gabbro 5 0.0028 0.65 0.5 15 0.0027 

HDR 595 1.E-06 Gabbro  5 0.0931 0.56 0.459 15 0.0048 

HDR 543 (5-10-100-1000-100-10) E-6 
Gabbro 5 0.32 - - - - 

HDR 560 (10-100-5-10-2) E-6 Berea 5 0.22 - - - - 

HDR 580 (1-0.1-1-10) E-6 Gabbro 5 0.13 - - - - 

HDR 596 (1-0.01) E-6 Au 5 0.045 - - - - 

HDR 599 (1-0.03) E-6 Au 5 0.0228 - - - - 

                    

          

Table 4 List of wet experiments and corresponding experimental conditions.  

sandstone pistons were used for the wet experiments, both 

with a different method of adding brine and application of 

the normal stress and each with their own advantages and 

disadvantages. An overview of all wet experiments is given 

in Table 4. Nine comparative experiments on the same gou-

ge composition (80% halite + 20% muscovite) at three dif-

ferent velocities investigating the three different assemblies 

are depicted in figure 7. Different  trends can be observed 

for each assembly.  

The gabbro assemblies show the lowest peak in strength, 

the most rapid slip weakening and reach steady state at the 

smallest displacements. This is especially the case in the 5 

µms-1 experiment (HDR539)(figure 7a), but a small note 

must be made that more brine than in other experiments was 

added here. Stick-slip is observed in HDR549 and HDR544. 

Compaction is usually rapid at the start and decreases gra-

dually throughout the experiment. Further observations on 

other experiments show that reproducibility is not always 

very well, and some experiments with gabbro pistons show 

irregular patterns.  

The experiments with the Berea sandstone piston do not 

show a very sharp peak in strength; slip weakening is not so 

rapid as for the gabbro assembly. Overall the peak in much 

broader, and a ‘hump’ in strength follows peak strength. 

Compaction in the beginning of the experiment is not so 

rapid, and at all 3 velocities there is even a small stage of 

dilatation, which is much less (HDR539) or nonexistent 

(HDR540, HDR544) for the gabbro pistons. It is interesting 

to note that despite the different frictional strength curve, 

the steady state strength of gabbro and Berea sandstone pis-

tons reaches exactly the same value in the 5 and 100 µms-1 

experiments (figure 7a and 7c).  

The Au sandstone results are most complicated. In 

HDR612 and HDR621 the first peak in strength is followed 



by a second, broader peak. Curves show some irregularities, 

and the displacement to reach steady state strength is largest 

of all assemblies. Compaction is often higher, and like the 

Berea sandstone experiments a short stage of dilatation is 

observed near the start of the experiment.  The final steady 

state strength is different from the other assemblies in the 5 

and 10 µms-1 experiments, although steady state may not 

have been reached in the first case. It is exactly the same as 

the µss of Berea and gabbro in the 100 µms-1 run.  

To summarize, overall there is fairly good agreement in 

the steady state strengths reached for the Berea sandstone 

and the gabbro pistons, except in the 10 µms-1 experiment 

where the gabbro assembly exhibits very large stick-slip 

events (figure 7b) . However, before steady state is reached, 

the strength profiles look different. Apparently the assembly 

and corresponding experimental procedure influence the 

results, which is an important and farfetching finding which 

must always be considered when interpreting the results. 

When directly comparing experimental data one should 

compare experiments that have the same assembly. Overall 

the Berea assembly experiments show the most regular and 

reproducible data. In the following section only Berea expe-

riments are shown and compared, unless it is deemed fit to 

include other experiments.  

 

3.2.1. Friction coefficient vs. displacement of wet halite + 

muscovite 

Experiments on halite and muscovite in the presence of 

brine at constant sliding velocity were conducted from 0.01 

µms-1 up to 10 mms-1, and the resulting evolution of the 

Figure 8 Overview of a series of wet experiments at various slip rates using Berea sandstone pistons. A, c, and e show the evolution of the frictional coeffici-

ent against the displacement, b, d and f show the vertical compaction (mm) with displacement (m). 
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friction coefficient with displacement is shown in figure 8. 

At 0.1 ms-1 steam & salty solution were observed to escape 

from the assembly, and when taking the sample apart, most 

of it had dissolved. As this is no longer a realistic analogue 

system, no experiments at velocities higher than 10 mms-1 

are analyzed.  

As in the dry experiments, samples exhibit an initial stage 

of quasi elastic loading, accompanied by rapid compaction. 

Subsequently a peak in the frictional strength is reached, 

followed by weakening until a steady state is reached.  

The slowest experiment, at 0.01 µms-1 (HDR582) shows a 

very low peak strength (µ=0.45) compared to the other ex-

periments (µ=0.7-0.9), and steady strength is also extremely 

low (figure 8a). Note that this is the only gabbro assembly 

experiment presented, because no comparative Berea as-

sembly experiment was conducted. Although it is known 

from the observations in the previous section that gabbro 

pistons are expected to give a lower peak in strength, these 

difference are probably too large to be explained by assem-

bly type alone.  

The experiments from 0.03 and 0.1 µms-1 look pretty si-

milar, although steady state is not yet reached in the former 

(figure 8a). A transition from initial compaction to a short 

stage of dilatation is seen in all 3; this transition takes place 

just before peak strength is reached (figure 8b). When peak 

strength has been overcome, compaction again commences. 

The rate of compaction decreases throughout an experi-

ment.. Reproducibility of the 0.1 µms-1 experiments is pret-

ty well, except for the absolute amount of compaction. 

From 1 µms-1 up to 100 µms-1 similar frictional strength and 

compaction curves are observed, but overall compaction is 

much less (figure 8c and 8d).  

At the higher velocity experiments (1 – 100 mms-1) rapid 

slip weakening sets in after peak strength, and no stage of 

dilatation is observed (figure 8e and 8f). Small machine-

related oscillations are again observed in this data, and even 

show in the compaction curves. Compaction of HDR574 (1 

mms-1) is abnormally large.  

 

3.2.2. Effect of sliding velocity 

Stepping experiments were conducted to investigate the 

effect of sliding velocity on the frictional strength. HDR543 

and HDR560, 2 experiments conducted in the region 2-1000 

µms-1, are depicted in figure 9. Note that the former (figure 

9a) is conducted using gabbro pistons, whereas Berea sand-

stone is used in the latter (figure 9b). More stick-slip is ob-

served in HDR543, which strokes with earlier observations 

on the influence of the type of rock piston used. The 100 

µms-1 portions of both experiments show oscillations due to 

misalignment, average frictional strengths need to be taken. 

Both experiments show that upon stepping the velocity 

up, frictional strength decreases abruptly, although this ef-

fect may be somewhat distorted by the large stick-slip 

events occurring in HDR543. Upon stepping down in velo-

city, the frictional strength increases again. This effect is 

clearly visible in for example the step from 1000 µms-1 to 

100 µms-1 in HDR543, where the frictional strength is reco-

vered completely. A remarkable difference between 

HDR543 and HDR560 is the lack of a peak in strength in 

the latter upon stepping the velocity down (increase in 

strength). This may thus be yet another effect of the sample 

assembly.  

More remarkable is that the shape of all of the velocity 

steps disagrees with the predicted effect from rate and state 

friction, in which upon stepping up in velocity a peak is 

expected, followed by the decay of frictional strength (see 

figure 1 for typical RSF behaviour in case of an ustep in 

velocity). In stepping down this effect is the reverse, a 

downward peak is followed by strengthening. In the presen-

ted stepping experiments, the direct effect in stepping down 

(gabbro assembly) is an upward peak, thus the opposite of 

the normal rate and state effect. The stepping experiments 

could thus not be modelled with RSF laws. 

Temperature is not expected to play a role in these step-

ping experiments. The highest temperature reached is du-

ring the 1 mms-1 stage, where the temperature may increase 

with 8 degrees above room temperature, or a maximum of 

12 degrees rise at the edge of the sample.  

In figure 10 data obtained from a number of the wet expe-

riments are combined to give a complete overview of steady 

state strengths versus the sliding velocity. Experiments were 

selected based on their reproducibility and overall data qua-

lity, and strength values from both constant velocity experi-

ments and velocity stepping experiments are plotted. Error 

bars denote 1 standard deviation margin. Temperature is 

plotted in the graph as well (orange area). 

Figure 10 again shows a clear slip rate dependence of the 

sample. A peak in strength appears to exist around 0.1-1 

µms-1. At lower velocities the halite-muscovite are velocity 

strengthening. At velocities above 1 µms-1 samples are velo-

city weakening until a steady state strength of about 0.3 is 

reached.   

The weakening distance dw is plotted voor Berea and gab-

bro piston experiments in figure 11. Overall dw seems to 

increase with sliding velocity, but from 1 to 10 µms-1 it may 

decrease. Generally the dw of gabbro wall-rock experiments 

is lower, as described qualitatively earlier on.  

Figure 9 Two comparative stepping experiments in the velocity weakening 

regime (1-1000 µms-1) at wet conditions using a)Berea sandstone wall-rock 

and b)gabbro wall-rocks. The coefficient of friction (blue line) and the 

vertical compaction (grey line) are shown. Note the difference in the onset 

of stick-slip and the different response to a stepchange in velocity. Both 

experiments show a response to a change in velocity opposite to what is 

expected from RSF. Temperature does not play a role in these experiments.  



3.3 Velocity jumping 

3.3.1. Wet 

The wet experiments show a peak in strength around 0.1-1 

µms-1. A series of four ‘velocity jumping’ experiments were 

conducted to investigate the effect of jumping from the ve-

locity strengthening regime at very low velocities over such 

a peak in strength simulating a rupture pulse. In one experi-

ment (HDR612) a jump was made from the velocity weake-

ning regime (see table 5 for an overview). Two different 

assemblies were tested; Au sandstone and gabbro. The Be-

rea sandstone is weakened so much by the presence of brine 

during the long, slow slip rate experiments preceding the 

jump that it could not sustain the sudden velocity jump and 

broke into pieces. In order to jump from velocities in line 1 

(< 0.24µms-1) to higher velocities, the gear needs to be swit-

ched to line 2 or even line 3. This is done by switching the 

electromagnetic clutch.  However, it was discovered that 

upon switching the clutch from line 1 to line 2, a moment of 

free state of the rotary column occurred, resulting in a mo-

mentary drop in torque (or shear stress). This effect needs to 

be taken into account when analyzing the jumps. We assu-

me zero displacement during this moment of free state.     

Figure 10 the evolution of the steady state coefficient of friction versus the sliding velocity (ms-1) for  80% halite + 20% muscovite gouge experiments at 

wet conditions and a normal load of 5 MPa.  An estimate of the average temperature during the steady state interval calculated using Carlslaw and Jaeger’s 

(1976) frictional heating equation is included in the graph (orange area). The upper boundary of this area corresponds to the temperature at the edge of the 

sample (r=12.5 mm), the lower boundary corresponds to the temperature at r=8.33 mm. Results from the three different wall-rocks are shown, as well as data 

from stepping experiments.  

Figure 11 Plot showing the slip weakening distance dw measured in our 

data versus the sliding velocity for the the wet experiments. Dw is the dis-

placement at which 95% of the total drop in strength from peak friction to 

steady state is achieved.  

              

Run # 

Old slip 

rate  

New slip 

rate 

W a l l -

rock 

Humidi-

ty 

              

       

HDR 579(2) 1.0E-06 → 5.0E-04 Gabbro wet 

HDR 596(2) 1.0E-07 → 5.5E-04 Au wet 

HDR 599(2) 3.0E-08 → 1.1E-04 Au wet 

HDR 611(2) 2.4E-07 → 1.3E-03 Au wet 

HDR 612(2) 1.0E-05 → 9.2E-03 Au wet 

HDR 597 0.01 → 0.22 Gabbro room-dry 

HDR 598 0.22 → 0.44 Gabbro room-dry 

HDR 617 0.001 → 0.98 Gabbro room-dry 

HDR 618 0.001 → 0.87 Gabbro room-dry 

HDR 619 0.03 → 0.46 Gabbro room-dry 

HDR 620 0.07 → 0.50 Gabbro room-dry 

              

       

       

Table 5 List of velocity ‘jumping’ experiments conducted in this study. 

The wet experiments are the second part to a separate constant velocity wet 

experiment.  



Figure 12 Overview of mechanical data of HDR579, a velocity jump experiment on wet halite plus muscovite, jumping from the strengthening regime (0.1 

μms-1) to the weakening regime (500 μms-1). The blue curve indicates the coefficient of friction, the black curce the potentiometer data (V), the grey curve 

compaction data (mm) a) frictional strength vs sliding velocity plot for the wet experiments indicating the jump in velocity. b) overview of the frictional 

strength and compaction of the experiment versus time c) zoom of the jump, indicating the frictional strength, compaction and potentiometer data plotted 

against time. The moment of the velocity change can be determined exactly by the potentiometer data, and is usually very achieved in a very short time.  

Figure 13 Overview of mechanical data of HDR579, a velocity jump experiment on wet halite plus muscovite, jumping from the velocity weakening regime 

(10 μms-1) to higher velocity (9200 μms-1). The blue curve indicates the coefficient of friction, the black curce the potentiometer data (V), the grey curve 

compaction data (mm). a) friction coefficient vs. sliding velocity plot for the wet experiments indicating the jump in velocity of HDR612. b) overview of the 

frictional strength and compaction of the experiment versus time. Oscillations show clearly in the data. c) zoom of the jump, indicating the frictional 

strength, compaction and potentiometer data plotted against time. The moment of the velocity change can be determined exactly by the potentiometer data, 

and is usually very achieved in a very short time. Stick-slip occurs before the velocity is changed.  

       

Run # v(0) v(1) μ (0) a b1 dc1 b2 dc2 a-b 

  µm/s µm/s       µm   µm   

          

HDR579(2) 0.1 497 0.502 0.013056 0.024201 133.641 0.008048 3938.802 -0.019193 

   std. dev. 0.000483 0.000474 4.172 0.000108 68.568  

HDR596(2) 0.1 545 0.658 0.062445 0.086795 79.192 0.017692 9507.428 -0.042043 

   std. dev. 0.000341 0.000339 0.461 0.000034 33.154  

HDR599(2) 0.03 110 0.4435 0.049931 0.053866 194.682 0.020729 25478.578 -0.024664 

   std. dev. 0.00018 0.000179 0.981 0.000024 99.877  

HDR611(2) 0.24 1330 0.573 0.03247 0.047186 161.422 0.017799 9595.057 -0.032516 

   std. dev. 0.000312 0.00031 1.713 0.000058 44.303  

                    

          
Table 6 Rate and state parameters calculated using Ruina’s slip law and 2 state variables. This means the weakening curve is fitted in 2 segments, yielding 2 

weakening distances dc and 2 state parameters b1 and b2. Additional linear strain weakening terms of 7.4*10 -7 and 2.4*10-7 were introduced in HDR579(2) 

and HDR611(2) respectively. V(0) is the original slip rate and v(1) the new slip rate and μ(0) is the original coefficient of friction.  



In figure 12 a jump from the velocity strengthening region 

is shown (HDR597) and in figure 13 a jump  from the wea-

kening regime is shown (HDR612). The jumps are plotted 

against time instead of displacement; the velocity difference 

is too large to show clearly the effect with displacement. 

Potentiometer data (black curves) is used to determine the 

exact moment of the jump (change in gradient of the poten-

tiometer data). The entire velocity change is usually achieve 

in less than 0.1 s. The velocity from the moment of the first 

stress drop (the one due to loss of torque) to the actual visi-

ble velocity jump (indicated by the dashed red line) cannot 

be derived accurately from the potentiometer data, but is 

probably close to 0 as the rotary column is in a free state.  

In figure 12 (HDR579) the stress drop arising from the 

moment of loss of torque can be clearly observed. This drop 

is followed by a sharp peak in strength, followed by rapid 

weakening until a very low steady state is reached. The rest 

of the jumping experiments from the velocity strengthening 

regime into the weakening regime show similar behaviour. 

However, it was found in some of the other experiments 

conducted with Au sandstone that there is a small delay 

between the velocity jump and the occurrence of peak 

strength, whereas this moment is coincidental for the gabbro 

piston. Thus yet another assembly dependent factor can be 

added to the list. Despite this small difference, the jumps do 

show typical rate and state behaviour. However, in HDR612 

in which a jump from 10 µms-1 (velocity weakening regime) 

is made to a higher velocity, no peak is observed,. Immedia-

te weakening sets in as the velocity is changed. This is simi-

larly to the velocity steps in the stepping experiments not 

conform RSF, as in that cast a peak in strength is always 

expected when stepping up in velocity.  

RSF parameters were determined for HDR579, HDR596, 

HDR599 and HDR611 and are shown in table. All (a-b) 

values are negative, indicating velocity weakening. No clear 

correlation seems to exist between the (a-b) value and the 

magnitude of the jump or the final sliding velocity.  

 

3.3.2.Dry 

A number of dry experiments were conducted to investi-

gate the effect of jumping over the intermediate peak in 

strength. The intermediate peak in strength from the dry 

experiments is covered fully by the line 3 velocity range, so 

velocity can either be changed by switching the electromag-

netic clutch or by pressing numbers. A disadvantage is the 

noise always present in data around 0.1 ms-1. Experiments 

conducted at velocities of 0.07 (first part of HDR620) and 

0.22 ms-1 (first part of  HDR598) suffer greatly from this 

noise, and data is very irregular. Gouge loss is significant. 

At 0.22 ms-1 there seem to be various stages of weakening 

and restrengthening present. Overall the gouge weakens to a 

steady state of just 0.13. This is different from 0.07 ms-1, 

where there might also be stages of weakening and restreng-

thening, but no overall weakening occurs.  

Two of the jumps not suffering (significantly) from the 

noise are shown in figure 14 (HDR617) and figure 15 

(HDR619). As in the wet jumps, potentiometer data is indi-

cated by the black line. Note that the horizontal axis denotes 

the displacement. In HDR617 a jump is made from 1 mms-1 

to 0.46 ms-1 by changing the gear from line 2 to 3 by swit-

ching the electromagnetic clutch. The velocity change is 

achieved with 0.1 seconds. In HDR619 velocity is covered 

line 3 and is changed by pressing buttons on the controller 

twice, taking a little longer (0.25 s).  

An overview of HDR597 is shown in figure 16. Because a 

jump is made to a velocity of 0.22 ms-1, data is very irregu-

lar. However, a very broad slip strengthening region is ob-

served before the sample finally weakens. There may be 

gouge loss during the experiment, as the compaction curve 

is somewhat irregular.  

As an initial velocity of < 0.1ms-1 is changed to a velocity 

>0.1 ms-1, gouges undergoes an initial stage of slip streng-

thening until after significant displacement a peak in 

strength is reached. This is observed in all experiments that 

make a velocity jump over the peak in strength at intermedi-

ate velocities. In HDR619 it takes about 0.5 m to until the 

peak is reached, in HDR617 it takes about 0.15 m. The lon-

gest displacement during which strengthening takes place is 

several meters, occurring in HDR597. The width of the 

peak appears to depend on the final velocity, the lower this 

is, the longer it takes before slip weakening sets in. After 

the peak in strength has been reached, the gouge weakens 

rapidly to a very low coefficient of friction when the final 

Figure 14 Overview of mechanical data of HDR617, a velocity jump expe-

riment on dry halite plus muscovite, jumping from 1 mms-1 to 0.98 ms-

1.The velocity is changed by switching the clutch. The blue curve indicates 

the coefficient of friction, the black curce the potentiometer data (V), the 

grey curve compaction data (mm) and the red curve the temperature esti-

mate. a) fast end of a friction coefficient vs. sliding velocity plot for the dry 

experiments indicating the jump in velocity. b) overview of the frictional 

strength and compaction of the experiment versus displacement c) zoom of 

the jump, depicting the frictional strength, compaction and potentiometer 



velocity is high (>0.5 ms-1) 

Reproducibility is quite good. HDR618 is a repetition of 

HDR617 differing only in that velocity is changed by pres-

sing button instead of changing the clutch, and it shows 

very similar behaviour.   

 

4. Microstructural observations 

Polished sections were viewed in a Scanning Electron Mi-

croscope (SEM). The epoxy shows as black in the photo-

graphs. There is almost always some detachment visibly, 

often along the presumed slip surface or along the wall-rock 

piston, and these gaps are filled with epoxy and show as 

black structures. Grains may have come apart and are dis-

persed in the epoxy filling up the extra space. Halite grains 

shows up as white, and muscovite as grey flakes. 

4.1 Microstructural observations on room-dry pure halite 

Four different microstructures, each one developed during 

an experimental run on dry, pure halite in one of the four 

sliding velocity regimes recognized in the mechanical data, 

are presented in figure 17 ; HDR622 (0.1 µms-1, figure 17a, 

b) , HDR605 (100 µms-1, figure 17c, d), HDR615 (0.1 ms-1, 

17e, f) and HDR614 (1 ms-1, figure 17g, h). The gouge 

structure developed during slowest run (HDR622, final dis-

placement 17 mm) shows numerous halite clasts that appear 

to be little affected by any deformation, retaining their origi-

nal grainsize and not showing any sign of being fractured 

(figure 17a). A relatively wide, boundary parallel zone of 

smaller, angular grains and larger grains showing signs of 

cracking is present near the top wall-rock. Presumably du-

ring the unloading the sample has broken apart along an 

irregular surface near the top of this zone, leaving some 

very fine grained material behind at the gabbro surface. The 

distribution of fine grained material is laterally heterogene-

ous. A few of the larger grains are indented in each other. 

The microstructure developed during a sliding velocity of 

100 µms-1 (HDR605) also shows numerous clasts that appe-

ar not affected by any deformation. The top part has come 

apart a little bit, so there is a lot of space between these 

grains. In contrast to the slower experiment, a very sharp 

interface, along which the sample has broken up, is present 

near the bottom gabbro core (B-shear). Fine grained materi-

al is present at this interface, especially along the gabbro 

surface. Larger grains that appear unbroken are present just 

above the B-shear and are packed very close together, sho-

wing indentations. 

At 0.1 ms-1 no original grains can be recognized. The enti-

re gouge layer consists of angular blocks in a broad range of 

grain sizes up to more than twice the original size. The big 

blocks may be aggregates of fine grained material stuck 

together; when looking on their surface some pores and 

possibly old grain boundaries are still recognizable. The 

aggregates are very dense compared to the finer material 

surrounding them. Near the top and bottom gabbro two B-

shears cut through the gouge layer. At the gabbro-halite 

interface very dense material has accumulated through 

which no fractures run. Besides these two obvious faults, 

many faults run through the gouge in Riedel orientation. 

Figure 15 Overview of mechanical data of HDR619, a velocity jump expe-

riment on dry halite plus muscovite, jumping from 30  mms-1 to 0.46 ms-1. 

The velocity is changed by pressing two buttons. The blue curve indicates 

the coefficient of friction, the black curce the potentiometer data (V), the 

grey curve compaction data (mm) and the red curve the temperature esti-

mate. a) fast end of the friction coefficient vs. sliding velocity plot for the 

dry experiments indicating the jump in velocity.  b) overview of the frictio-

nal strength and compaction of the experiment versus displacement c) 

zoom of the jump, depicting the frictional strength, compaction and poten-

tiometer data (as an indication for motor speed) plotted against time.  

Figure 16 Overview of mechanical data of HDR597, a ve-

locity jump experiment on dry halite plus muscovite, jum-

ping from 30  mms-1 to 0.46 ms-1. The velocity is changed 

by pressing two buttons. The blue curve indicates the co-

efficient of friction, the grey curve compaction data (mm) 

and the red curve the temperature estimate. 



 

 

Figure 17 SEM photographs of various microstructures, developed during experiments on room-dry pure halite gouges. The black material is epoxy. The 

wall rock is gabbro. a)HDR622, 0.1 µms-1  b)HDR622, zoomed in on fine-grained zone of  c)HDR605, 100 µms-1  d)HDR605, zoom in on slip surface e)

HDR615, 0.1 ms-1 f)HDR615, zoomed view of aggregates  g)HDR614, 1 ms-1  h)HDR614: zoomed view of planar structure  i)Friction coefficient versus 

sliding velocity plot indicating from which experiments microstructures come from.  



The sample deformed at 1 ms-1 appears almost completely 

homogeneous, apart from some secondary fractures in an 

orientation perpendicular to the wall-rock presumably for-

med during unloading. There is a planar structure present, 

just above the middle, which may be a Y-shear going 

through, but when zooming in the structure is the same as 

elsewhere in the gouge, except it may be more porous. The  

material appears very densely packed, not many pores are 

visible. 

 

4.2 Microstructural observations on room-dry halite + mus-

covite 

Three microstructures developed during mixed gouge ex-

periments, are presented in figure 18 to compare with the 

pure halite samples. 

HDR608 (1µms-1) , shown in figure 18a , came apart du-

ring disassembling, and grains are dispersed in a thick layer 

of epoxy, showing two airbubbles. Above these, the structu-

re has remained quite intact, up to the sharp interface at the 

top, where the gouge has detached from the top piston. This 

sharp interface is a B-shear, fine-grained material (possibly 

a combination of halite and muscovite) has accumulated 

along it. No material is left on the surface of the top piston. 

Halite grains in the immediate vicinity of the B-shear show 

indentations and appear to be dragged in the zone. Further 

away the halite grains look undeformed, and are separated 

from other grains by muscovite flakes surrounding them. 

The muscovite contents seems slightly lower near the B-

shear. 

The 100 µms-1
 sample (HDR601) was damaged severely 

but some fragments still show the through-going Y-shear 

(figure 18b). Just like its pure halite equivalent, fine grained 

material has accumulated along this boundary. Furthermore 

the larger clasts just above the Y-shear are packed fairly 

close together but are often surrounded completely by mus-

covite flakes. 

The 1 ms-1 microstructure looks remarkably different from 

its pure halite equivalent (figure 18c). A very sharp B-shear 

is present along the top gabbro boundary. Just below this 

very localized zone which most likely represents the slip 

surface, a dense structureless zone of mainly halite is pre-

sent. Further away from the slip interface halite grains and 

muscovite seem to be dragged into the slip zone in a ductile 

manner. Deformation decreases when moving away from 

the slip zone, and a broad zone above the bottom gabbro 

grains look unaffected by any deformation. 

 

4.3 Microstructural observations on wet halite + muscovite 

Mechanical data from experiments conducted on mixed 

halite under wet conditions show velocity strengthening at 

ultralow velocities, forming a peak at 1 µms-1, after which 

the gouge shows rapid velocity weakening. Two microstruc-

tures are investigated and presented in figure 19; one from 

the velocity strengthening regime (HDR581, 0.03 µms-1) 

and one from the weakening regime (HDR550, 10 µms-1. 

The microstructure developed in the gouge in HDR581 

(figure 19a) shows angular and sigmoidal halite clasts of 

about the original grain size throughout the entire gouge 

layer, surrounded by muscovite flakes. A Y-shear and Rie-

del shears cut through the gouge material. At some positions 

the muscovite is starting to form a foliation wrapping 

around the halite clasts (figure 19b). 

At 10 µms-1 the gouge consists out of angular halite clasts 

surrounded by muscovite flakes (figure 19c). A broad boun-

dary-parallel zone of well-mixed, fine grained halite and 

muscovite is present below the top sandstone. At the top of 

this zone, along the sandstone-gouge interface, there appe-

ars to be a through-going band of aligned muscovite flakes. 

 

4.4 Microstructural observations on a velocity jump in dry 

halite + muscovite at high velocities 

HDR597 is the microstructure resulting from one of the 

jumping experiments (figure 20 ). It was deformed first at a 

velocity of 0.01 ms-1 and a velocity jump to 0.22 ms-1 is 

made. Its microstructure is quite similar to the pure halite 

microstructure at 0.1 ms-1 (HDR615). Large aggregates and 

Figure 18 SEM photographs of various microstructures, developed during 

experiments on room-dry halite plus muscovite gouges. The black material 

is epoxy. The wall rock is gabbro. a)HDR608, 1 µms-1  b)HDR601, 100 

µms-1  c)HDR329, 1 ms-1  



 

many smaller angular fragments (also aggregates) in a wide 

range of sizes are present, and have been broken up. The 

density of all the fragments is comparable. A very sharp B-

shear has formed near the top piston, the sample has come 

apart along this interface. The material near this interface is 

quite dense, unlike the in HDR615 where much finer mate-

rial with a lot of open space between it had accumulated. 

 

5. Discussion 

There are some technical issues of HV2 machine that need 

to be addressed and/or discussed in order to comment on the 

reliability of the experimental data and subsequently to try 

and compare the present data to data obtained by Niemeijer 

& Spiers (2005). First of all a rotary shear assembly using 

solid cylinders is used in the HV2 machine, as opposed to 

the ring used by the aforementioned authors. Constant shear 

stress over the cylinder area is assumed in the definition of 

equivalent velocity, but this is not the case. A better definiti-

on of the veq is given by Kitajima et al. (2010). They use a 

heterogeneous normal load and a heterogeneous friction 

coefficient (thus a heterogeneous shear stress) over the sur-

face of the cylindrical piston to derive the torque acting on a 

fault gouge layer, yielding 

   (8) 

We suggest the use of this equation for future research, 

but could not use it ourselves as it was presented only very 

recently. 

Another problem is that friction between the Teflon ring 

and the rock cylinders may not be negligible. In order to 

quantify and check whether we need to correct for this fric-

tion three experiments were conducted to estimate it, follo-

wing the method used by Togo et al. (2009) and Sone and 

Shimamoto (2009). A plot of peak & steady state normal 

stress versus shear stress is shown is shown in figure 21. 

Assuming Coulomb’s Law holds at low normal stress, the 

data can be fit linearly. Furthermore cohesionless gouge is 

assumed, this would normally let the linear extrapolation go 

Figure 19 SEM photographs of various microstructures, developed during 

experiments on wet halite plus muscovite gouges. The black material is 

epoxy. The wall rock is Berea sandstone.  a)HDR581, 0.03 µms-1  b)

Zoomed view of HDR581  c)HDR550, 10 µms-1  

Figure 20 SEM photographs of a microstructure developed during 

HDR597, a jumping experiment on room-dry halite plus muscovite gouge. 

A velocity jump was made from 0.01 ms-1 to 0.22 ms-1. The black material 

is epoxy. The wall rock is gabbro. Little white specks apparent all over the 

section are secondary, possibly resulting from polishing.  



through the origin, but this is not the case here. The diffe-

rence can be interpreted as the Teflon friction, so the inter-

acting with the shear stress axis is thus taken as the value 

for Teflon friction. Results are shown in table 7.  

Values of this study agree reasonably with Togo et al. 

(2009) and Sone and Shimamoto (2009), but our steady 

state strength Teflon friction is much lower. Note however 

that the errors on both Teflon measurements are large, more 

experiments are required to better quantify the Teflon fricti-

on. Based upon the different results for peak and steady 

state Teflon friction at different velocities, and observations 

such as that Teflon rings loosen during experiments, Teflon 

friction is assumed to vary with sliding velocity and displa-

cement. Regarding the difference between Togo et al.’s 

(2009) finding and Sone and Shimamoto’s (2009) findings, 

which are approximately for the same velocity, it may even 

be dependent on the manual manufacturing process of the 

rings.  

Shear stress measured in the present experiments vary 

mostly between 1.5 and 5 Mpa, and Teflon friction usually 

constitutes (far) less than 10% (0.03 in term of the coeffici-

ent of friction) of the measured shear stress. Taking this into 

account together with its variability and the big error in our 

attempt to quantify Teflon friction, we have not corrected 

for Teflon because our experiments span a very broad range 

in velocity and displacement.  It is important however to 

keep in mind that in reality the coefficient of friction measu-

red may be slightly lower.   

Oscillations in the data are observed in many experiments, 

especially at higher velocities. Despite repeated aligning of 

the column, misalignment can never completely be elimina-

ted. The wavelength of the oscillations corresponds to one 

rotation and makes the oscillations easy to recognize. At 

lower velocities the oscillations are not observed so much, 

even if displacements are larger than the wavelength. Despi-

te the oscillations, data is still meaningful, because the tor-

que gauge is calibrated under the same conditions (Sone and 

Shimamoto, 2009).  

Another comment must be made on the pore pressure and 

temperature. In the current setup of the HV2 machine these 

could not be measured, nor controlled. Especially the pore 

pressure is an important factor that is missing, and results 

should be looked at with the possibility of variability in pore 

pressure and temperature. The addition of pore fluid posed a 

problem, and 3 different assemblies were investigated to 

find the best solution. A rough estimate of the temperature 

was calculated using (3). Observations of  melting (0.5-1 ms

-1) of halite, taking place at ~800 °C, stroke with the tempe-

rature estimate at these velocities, so the estimation seems 

reliable and may be used to infer processes going on. Tem-

perature starts to play a role from 1 mms-1 onward.  

The temperature is calculated at a radius value of 8.33, 

which is where veq and deq are measured. However, tempe-

ratures at the edge of the sample is 1.5 times as high. Lateral 

heat conduction towards the centre of the circle may cause 

higher temperatures than those estimated at r=8.33. This is 

why a broad temperature range is depicted, the upper range 

of which is the temperature at the edge of the sample, where 

velocity and displacement are largest.  

 

Now that various technical aspects have been evaluated a 

better analysis of the data can be made. First of all a correla-

tion between the halite experiment of Niemeijer and Spiers 

and the HU HV2 experiments is looked at. Subsequently we 

try to explain the observation made in the dry and wet expe-

riments. Because pure and mixed gouge, low and high velo-

city regimes (and thus low and high temperature regime), 

wet gouge and transient behaviour in two different regimes 

are investigated, the following discussion will span a broad 

scala of deformation processes and implications for natural 

fault rock. The aim of the experiments presented in this stu-

dy was first of all to reproduce or find a correlation between 

analogue gouge experiments (consisting of halite and mus-

covite) performed in the ring-shear machine at Utrecht Uni-

versity by Niemeijer and Spiers (2005) in the HV2 machine 

at Hiroshima University, second explore the behaviour of 

halite (plus muscovite) over a wider range of velocities to 

establish a broad strength vs. velocity profile and third to 

investigate the effect of a sudden jump in velocity over a 

peak in strength evident from this profile. The final goal is 

of course to draw conclusion from these analogue results for 

real fault rocks and earthquakes. Dry experiments perfor-

med on pure halite and halite + muscovite gouge show a 

clear rate dependence; relatively high strengths are found at 

~1 µms-1, after which the materials weakens rapidly to very 

Figure 21 Shear stress against the normal stress for a number of halite + 

muscovite experiments at 1 mms-1. Assuming Coulomb’s Law and cohesi-

onless gouge, the intercept with the y-axis is taken as the Teflon friction. 

Steady state shear stress was not reached in the 2 MPa experiment and is 

therefore omitted from this analysis.  

    

Table 7 Teflon friction    

Teflon friction estimate 

This study (1 mms-1) Togo et al. (2009) (1.3 ms-1) Sone and Shimamoto (2009) (1.03 ms-

1) 

    

For peak friction 0.135 ± 0.133 MPa 0.086 MPa 0.179 Mpa 

For steady state friction 0.003±0.171 MPa 0.093 MPa 0.105 Mpa 

        

    



low frictional strength at intermediate velocities, but streng-

then again so another peak in strength occurs at intermedia-

te velocities (0.1 ms-1). At high velocities samples melt and 

frictional strength is extremely low. The presence of musco-

vite causes lower strengths at ~1 µms-1, does not cause a 

big difference from 10-1000 µms-1 but yields a higher fric-

tional strength at intermediate velocities as opposed to the 

pure halite gouge. Wet experiments also show velocity 

strengthening at ultralow velocities to a peak in strength at 

0.1-1 µms-1, followed by strong velocity weakening. High 

velocities could not be explored for the wet experiments 

however.  

Velocity jumping experiments at low velocities behave 

conform RSF and show weakening after overcoming a peak 

in strength. Velocity jumping experiments at high velocities 

do no behave RSF-wise, but show a stage of inital harde-

ning before a peak in strength is reached and weakening sets 

in.  

 

5.1 Effect of the sample assembly 

Before discussing  the possible deformation mechanics 

operating in the experiments, the influence of the sample 

assembly on the deformation behaviour needs to be analy-

sed. The comparative wet experiments between gabbro pis-

tons, Au sandstone pistons and Berea sandstone pistons 

show different results (see table), although the steady state 

strength is not always so different. One aspect is the onset 

of unstable behaviour (stick slip), which is best visible in 

the 10 µms-1 comparative experiments. Stick-slip occurs at 

the smallest displacement for the gabbro and at much higher 

displacements for first Au and then Berea sandstone. The 

slip weakening distance dw is smallest for gabbro, larger for 

Berea sandstone and largest for Au sandstone. Additional 

data from the two stepping experiments (Berea vs. gabbro) 

show different responses to a step change in velocity. Both 

show behaviour which is opposite to what is expected from 

rate and state, but the gabbro wall-rock shows sharp transiti-

ons, sometimes including a peak, whereas the Berea wall-

rock experiment shows more gradual transitions.  

The wall-rock have two properties that are different; sur-

face roughness and permeability, plus the addition of brine 

is different, possibly resulting in a different ‘wetness’ of the 

gouge. Differences in the data may thus be related to surfa-

ce roughness effect or pore fluid effects. Pressurized fluids 

may dissipate into the permeable wall-rock in the case of 

the Au or Berea sandstone, because pore fluid pressure can-

not be controlled and the wall-rock is permeable, but in case 

of the impermeable gabbro this is not possible and pore 

pressure may increase during an experiment, rising above 

atmospheric pressure. There are multiple ways in which 

high pore pressures can be generated in the gouge sample. 

Firstly compaction during shear, for example by ductile 

creep,  may increase  pore  pressure  (Sleep  & Blanpied, 

1992). Second, experiments conducted on pure muscovite 

gouges by Zhang et al. (2001) suggest continued shearing of 

clay gouges may align the micas and create low permeabili-

ty perpendicular to the alignment, sometimes trapping pore 

fluids. Another way to generate high pore pressures is by 

thermal pressurization (Sibson (1973), Wibberley and Shi-

mamoto (2005), Rice (2006)). Finally, dehydration of mine-

rals may also be the cause of high pore fluid pressures 

(Brantut et al., 2008). The latter two mechanisms however 

require high temperatures, but temperature does not play a 

role in the wet experiments up to 10 mms-1, so these can be 

ruled out instantly as the cause for the different behaviour 

observed. If dissipation of fluid into the wall rock was the 

main cause responsible, we would expect the most permea-

ble wall-rock (i.e. Berea sandstone) to be the strongest, or 

have the longest weakening distance. This is not what is 

observed, the Au sandstone is usually the one with the lon-

gest weakening distance. Gabbro would theoretically be 

able to build up the largest fluid pressures, but the gabbro 

wall-rock experiments also show the most unstable beha-

viour (stick-slip), which cannot be explained by high pore-

fluid pressures. Differences in pore-fluid pressures may 

exist, but they are certainly not the main cause of the diffe-

rent data for different wall-rock.  

Surface roughness is the second variable characteristic of 

the wall-rocks. Experiments at comparable velocities by 

Niemeijer et al. (2010) on halite using forcing blocks with 

different surface roughness show an increase in the onset of 

stick-slip behaviour and the slip weakening distance with 

increasing surface roughness, which is exactly what is ob-

served in our experiments. Based upon their experimental 

results and microstructural observations, they interpret the 

onset of weakening as the transition from Riedel (R) shears 

to boundary parallel Y-shears and B-shears that localize 

deformation. Fine grained material is accumulates along the 

wall-rock gouge interface and eventually forms a through-

going boundary (B) shear. This fine material is prone to 

fluid assisted healing and may cause the unstable behaviour. 

The rougher the wall-rock interface, the more fine grained 

material is required to form the boundary shear and the mo-

re slip is required for the onset of unstable behaviour. The 

findings of Niemeijer et al. (2010) seem to fit excellently 

with our findings. Weakening distance is smallest in the 

smooth gabbro wall-rock experiments, and stick slip com-

mences at an early stage. In the Au sandstone stick-slip oc-

curs with more displacement, and in the Berea sandstone 

even later, if it occurs at all. Only the weakening distance of 

the Au sandstone is larger than expected.   

Based upon the similarities between the aforementioned 

authors and this study, wall-rock surface roughness, and the 

related localization by formation of boundary shears by 

accumulating fine grained material resulting in unstable 

behaviour, is elected as the main cause for the different be-

haviour of the different wall-rock assemblies. Keeping this 

in mind, results can be further interpreted. 

 

5.2 Deformation mechanisms in the dry samples 

The first series of experiments on both pure halite gouge 

and mixed gouge was conducted at room-dry conditions. 

But how dry is room-dry in reality? The gouge is stored in a 

vacuum container to prevent moisture from adsorbing to it. 

However, before the experiment the gouge is exposed to 

room-humidity conditions, which in Hiroshima is 70% in 

wintertime. Dieterich and Conrad (1984) compared friction 

experiments on quartzite in an absolutely dry environment 

with experiments exposed to room humidity, and different 

frictional behaviour was observed. Dry samples had a hig-

her coefficient of friction, showed less time-dependent hea-

ling and lacked stick-slip compared to the room-humid sam-

ples. Experiments at room-humidity may yield similar data 

as their wet equivalents (Morrow et al., 2000). One must 

thus be careful to name experiments ‘dry’. Upon comparing 

the mixed gouge room-humidity experiments with wet ex-

periments conducted using gabbro cylinders, a very similar 

coefficient of friction is observed, differing by no more than 

0.02. Room-humidity experiments may thus still be influen-

ced by fluid driven processes; pressure solution may also to 



operate here to some extent. Grain indentations characteris-

tic for pressure solution are observed in microstructures in 

room-dry experiments, implying that it does indeed operate. 

In some cases the amount of pressure solution going on 

even seems to be pretty large (eg HDR605, figure 17b). 

This is important, as it has been shown in many studies that 

pressure  solution  processes  may  greatly  enhance   (re)

strengthening (healing) processes in experimental fault gou-

ges (eg. Niemeijer et al., 2008). Healing can take place by 

lithification (porosity is decreased, work against the normal 

stress needs to be done upon reshearing gouge), contact 

strengthening (grain contacts are strengthened by cementati-

on and mineral precipitation) and compaction which increa-

ses the grain contact area (Niemeijer et al., 2008). However, 

healing rates in ‘dry’ gouges are estimated to be one order 

of magnitude lower than in wet gouge (Marone, 1998).  

The water present in the dry halite is probably in adsorbed 

from; no dissolution of the salt nor any visible evaporation 

take place when higher velocities are reached, while this is 

the case when a few tenths of a ml. of brine are present in 

the sample. So mechanical effects from bulk pore-fluids are 

not expected for the dry experiments, at least not at the lo-

wer temperatures. 

Dry experiments presented in this study can be divided 

into four velocity regimes (table 3). Temperature is not of 

influence in the first two regimes (the ultralow velocity re-

gime and low velocity regime). At 5 MPa and slow slip 

rates, halite is expected to show brittle behaviour (and thus 

some solution transfer processes if moisture is present). 

Plastic behaviour does not occur up to 30 MPa normal load 

(room temperature) ( (Hiraga & Shimamoto, 1987). 

 

5.2.1. Deformation mechanisms for pure halite at room-dry 

conditions 

Pure halite gouges show slip hardening and stable sliding 

in the ultralow velocity regime (0.1-1 µms-1). An experi-

ment at dry conditions by Niemeijer & Spiers (2005) show 

exactly the same behaviour for the pure halite at 1 µms-1; 

stable sliding, a high coefficient of friction and a stage of 

dilatation at the beginning of the experiment. The micro-

structure of the 0.1 µms-1 experiment (HDR622, figure 

17a) shows a relatively wide zone with a laterally heteroge-

neous distribution of very fine material and cracked grains. 

Riedel shears are not observed, but this wide zone points to 

fairly distributed deformation, which explains the stable 

behaviour. There is some evidence for pressure solution 

processes to be operative (grain indentations). The short 

stage of slip weakening directly after peak strength has been 

reached may be explained by the grain crushing and fine 

material accumulating, maybe in a fairly localized zone. 

Pressure solution is faster in smaller grains, so at some point 

the fine material may have started healing and thus restreng-

thening, leading to more distributed deformation and slip 

strengthening. It might  be that gouge will again starts to 

weaken at higher displacements.  In the 100 µms-1 run 

(HDR605) some stages of slip strengthening are observed 

before the final weakening to steady state.  

At higher velocities (low velocity regime: 10 µms-1 – 

0.01 ms-1) , the gouge exhibit slip weakening, unstable be-

haviour (stick-slip) from early on in the experiment, and 

velocity weakening up to 1 mms-1. The onset of stick-slip is 

often linked to the localization of deformation and the accu-

mulation of fine grained material (comminution) prone to 

healing along the localized zone (Bos & Spiers, 2000, Nie-

meijer & Spiers, 2005, Hiragana & Shimamoto, 1987, Nie-

meijer et al., 2010) and this localization plus possibly cata-

clasisis and grain size reduction are inferred as the slip wea-

kening mechanism at velocities higher than 1µms-1. Besi-

des this unstable behvaiour, localized deformation along Y-

shears is related to a lower coefficient of friction and a ne-

gative velocity dependence (velocity weakening) (Scruggs 

& Tullis, 1998), so the localization also explains the veloci-

ty weakening behaviour. Both grain size reduction and loca-

lized deformation are indeed observed in the microstructu-

res. Fine material accumulates along a very sharp interface. 

Grains just above this zone show signs of pressure solution 

to be operating, also more than in the slower experiments. 

The fine material in the localized zone probably heals and 

breaks all the time, explaining the observed stick-slip.  

Figure 22 Comparison between 

steady state friction coefficients 

of the experiments on room-dry 

pure halite found in this study 

with values obtained by Shima-

moto (1986) and Kim et al. 

(2010). Shimamoto (1986) uses 

a triaxial machine and a gouge 

thickness of 0.3 mm. Kim et al. 

(2010) use the HV2 machine and 

have the same gouge thickness 

as in this study, namely 1 mm. 

Steady state strength is plotted 

against shear strain rate to com-

pensate for the different gouge 

thickness.  



Grain size reduction and some pressure solution are also 

observed in the slower experiments. The difference in beha-

viour between those and the unstable behaviour at high slip 

rates may be explained by the relative amount of healing 

compared to the slip rate. 

A comparison with pure halite data from other studies is 

shown in figure 22. Shimamoto (1986) conducted experi-

ments on pure halite in a triaxial machine at 10 MPa. Howe-

ver, the frictional strength found by Shimamoto (1986) is 

much higher than in our experiments, and his findings of 

velocity dependence are opposite, showing velocity weake-

ning up to 1 µms-1 followed by velocity strengthening up to 

300 µms-1. Mere speculations can be made to explain the 

differences.  Shimamoto  (1986)  uses  a  different  normal 

stress (10 vs. 5 MPa), a different grain size, a different type 

of halite, a different gouge thickness,  and a different appa-

ratus, all of which may give rise to different results. Maybe 

there is some plasticity going on already at grain contacts, 

because the normal load is 10 MPa.  

At the intermediate and high velocity regimes, temperatu-

re starts to play a big role, and processes distinct from those 

at low velocities are expected.  Velocity strengthening and a 

decreasing dw are observed in the intermediate region. Ex-

periments are difficult and data is noisy, but they are repro-

ducible and clearly show a peak in the frictional strength vs. 

velocity profile at 0.1 ms-1. This is not observed by Kim et 

al. (2010), who conducted experiments in exactly the same 

experimental setting on pure, room-dry halite in the range of 

0.02-1 ms-1 at low normal stresses (see also figure 22 for 

comparison) They conducted a few experiments at interme-

diate (termed subseismic in their study) velocities, but alt-

hough they found similar friction coefficients, they did not 

recognize velocity strengthening. Too little data is shown in 

their paper, but velocity strengthening could just as well be 

operating based on the presented information. They use 

cooking salt of a different grainsize, as in Shimamoto’s 

(1986) experiments, so maybe that is the cause for the diffe-

rence.  

Microstructural observations from this study show large 

angular block that are probably dense granular aggregates 

together with a lot of smaller, fractured material. Y-shears 

and Riedel-shears cut through the entire structure. Material 

at the boundaries and in the aggregates appears denser than 

the small grained stuff. Most likely the halite was deformed 

and  grainsize  was  reduced  and  the  small  grains  were 

‘welded’ together forming a denser structure which was 

quite strong. This healing may have taken place by pressure 

solution for example, which becomes faster with decreasing 

grainsize. At the intermediate velocities grains may become 

so small due to cataclasis, that healing becomes very fast, 

and thus strengthening the material rapidly. This strengthe-

ning may then have led to breaking up of the dense mass by 

more distributed deformation, yielding the aggregates and 

finer material. So most likely the mechanism by which the 

halite is deforming at the steady state is an interplay of the 

formation of strong material by healing, and distributed 

fracturing of this material. Kim et al. (2010) find quite simi-

lar microstructures and conclude cataclastic flow is still 

going on at these velocities.  

Friction coefficients and dw’s obtained by Kim et al. (in 

press) at velocities above 0.1 ms-1 (strong velocity weake-

ning to a friction coefficient of 0.05 at 1 ms-1) match extre-

mely well with results presented in this paper (figure 22). 

However microstructures are different. We find a very den-

se, homogenous polycrystalline mass of halite, with little 

structures in it. There may be a principal slip surface, but no 

different microstructure is observed near this planar feature. 

Kim et al. (2010) find a  localized slip layer consisting of 

very fine equiaxed grains which they interpreted as melt. 

This slip layer is bounded by a slow slip-rate zone compo-

sed of polycrystalline halite ribbons elongated obliquely to 

the shear zone boundary. The latter are similar to semiplas-

tic halite structures found by Shimamoto (1989). Kim et al. 

(2010) interpret deformation of halite in the high velocity 

regime to occur by frictional melting (T<800 ºC) , which 

heats the surrounding rock to temperatures high enough 

(average 690 ºC) to induce plastic deformation. We cannot 

produce hard evidence that melting has occurred in our ex-

periments, but as we measure a similar low shear strength as 

measured in Kim et al. (2010)’s observations, there may 

have been some melt. Maybe our slip surface was so thin 

we could not find it back, and the rest of what we see may 

have deformed plastically. To confirm additional research 

needs to done to see whether an LPO is present.  

 

5.2.2. Deformation mechanisms of halite + muscovite at 

room-dry conditions 

The muscovite containing gouges all show slip weake-

ning, sometimes stick-slip behaviour and velocity weake-

ning from 1 µms-1 up to 0.01 ms-1. This means in the ultra-

low velocity regime (0.1-1 µms-1) the behaviour with slip 

displacement is different from that of pure halite, as pure 

halite samples show a short stage of slip weakening, but 

then slip strengthening starts to occur. The pure halite com-

paction curves also show a short stage of dilatation, which 

is not observed in any of the muscovite containing samples. 

The microstructure at 1 µms-1 shows of the mixed gouge 

shows a very sharp localized slip surface near one of the 

pistons, along which fine material has accumulated. Near 

this slip surface muscovite seems to be present in lesser 

concentrations than in the undeformed part of the gouge. 

Evidence for pressure solution is present in the halite grains 

near this B-shear. Apparently the degree of localization is 

the main factor causing the different behaviour with slip. 

Phyllosilicates in between halite grains may inhibit contact 

healing (Bos & Spiers, 2000). There may initially be less 

healing and thus less restrengthening, so deformation may 

not become very distributed. In the localized zone where 

fine material accumulates healing is probably going on, 

causing the observed stick-slip behaviour. Also the steady 

state strength of mixed gouge is lower than its pure halite 

equivalent at the slowest velocities (0.1, 1 and 10 µms-1). 

The addition of a weaker material is known to weaken fric-

tional strength (Kawamoto & Shimamoto, 1998), and this 

forms an argument for the lower strength of the mixed gou-

ge. 

Localization again seems to be the controlling mechanism 

of deformation in the low velocity regime, up to 0.01 ms-1. 

Microstructural observations developed during a slip rate of 

100 µms-1 (HDR601) support this, showing a very locali-

zed B-shear along which fine grained material has accumu-

lated. They are very similar to the 1 µms-1 microstructure 

(HDR601). Pressure solution evidence is present in this 

sample as well, but not as much as in the pure halite equiva-

lent, probably due to the presence of muscovite which inhi-

bits contact healing by pressure solution. Lesser pressure 

solution and thus lesser healing by this process may explain 

why the amplitude of stick-slip at this velocity is smaller 

than the amplitude of the pure halite sample at the same 

velocity.  



In the intermediate regime the mixed gouge strengthens 

again just like the pure halite gouges. They become even 

stronger than the latter, reaching a coefficient of friction of 

about 0.5 We can only hypothesize on why muscovite appa-

rently makes the gouges slightly stronger. Muscovite may 

dehydrate at 400 °C (Mariani et a., 2006), a temperature that 

based on our calculations may well be reached in this regi-

me. Maybe water may have an effect on the deformation 

process going on here. If the aggregates indeed form by a 

healing process which is dependent on water such as pressu-

re solution, this will be enhanced by the water released from 

the dehydration reaction, thus increasing the restrengthening 

rate.  

Frictional strength is very similar to pure halite data in the 

high velocity regime. The microstructure at 1 ms-1 however 

is very different. Instead of a fairly homogeneous mass a 

very hetereogeneous structure is observed with intensity of 

deformation increasing towards a very localized slip surfa-

ce. Displacement is 20 meters as opposed to 40 meters for 

the pure halite sample. Apparently the presence of muscovi-

te again favours localization. Cubic grains found at the slip 

surface may form some indication for melting.  

 

5.3 Deformation mechanisms in wet halite + muscovite gou-

ges 

The wet experimental data is very similar to the experi-

ments by Niemeijer & Spiers (2005), as can be seen in a 

comparative plot of the coefficient of friction versus the 

shear rate (figure 23).   

Velocity strengthening is found at ultralow velocities (<1 

µms-1) and velocity weakening occurs at velocities larger 

than that. Our mechanical data is different from the Utrecht 

experiments in that during a constant velocity experiment 

we find a peak followed by slip weakening, whereas in the 

Utrecht experiments no slip weakening is observed. The 

amount of slip weakening is least in HDR582, the slowest 

experiment. However, the observed microstructure at 0.03 

µms-1 show sigmoidal clasts with muscovite around them, 

indicating the formation of a muscovite foliation, very simi-

lar to Niemeijer & Spiers (2005)’s microstructures. Defini-

tely the same process is going on. Following Niemeijer & 

Spiers (2005,2006,2007) this means frictional-viscous me-

chanism (slip of halite grains on a muscovite foliation ac-

commodated by pressure solution) is presumed to be opera-

ting at the lowest slip rates (0.01- 1 µms-1).  

For velocities above 1  µms-1 the microstructure show a 

zone with fine-grained material. Muscovite and halite are 

very well mixed in that zone, indicating granular flow in the 

material. We infer cataclasis and granular flow to be opera-

ting, like in the experiments of Niemeijer & Spiers (2005). 

The slip weakening and velocity weakening can again be 

explained by the previously described localization process, 

as stick slip is observed in some of the experiments. As also 

mentioned earlier, the onset of localization depends on the 

surface roughness of the wall-rock type, it is observed much 

more in the gabbro wall-rock experiments. We only obser-

ved a wet experiment deformed by Berea pistons (the roug-

hest). The slip zone is still fairly broad but might localize 

more and more, as would be expected from our analysis of 

surface roughness effects. Presumably the zone of deforma-

tion would be much thinner if the same experiment was 

conducted using a gabbro wall-rock.  

Niemeijer & Spiers (2006) propose the velocity weake-

ning in the same gouge material to occur by granular flow 

plus a competition between intergranular sliding and pressu-

re solution controlled compaction. As porosity increases, 

the inclination of the sliding grain contacts is reduced, and 

intergranular friction decreases, resulting in the weakening. 

No localization is observed in their microstructures. Howe-

ver, we favour localization as a main weakening mechanism 

in our gouges, because we observe a more localized zone of 

deformation in the microstructures, because of evidence on 

the effect of localization from more recent experiments by 

Niemeijer et al. (2010) and because it explains the wall-rock 

dependent behaviour very well. A combination of both me-

chanisms may occur. Maybe shear displacements in Nieme-

ijer & Spiers (2006) were not large enough to form bounda-

ry shears. Their wall-rock appears relatively rough, so loca-

lization will probably take a long time. In the Berea wall-

rock experiments (high surface roughness), unstable beha-

viour (and thus localization) occurs only after large strains, 

but it is definitely happening eventually, as can be observed 

in the stepping experiment HDR560. 

The stepping experiments do indicate that most of the 

behaviour is reversible upon stepping down in velocity; 

approximately the same steady state frictional strength is 

recovered at the same velocities.  

Figure 23 Comparison between 

steady state friction coefficients 

of the wet experiments found in 

this study compared to those 

presented by Niemeijer & Spiers 

(2005). The starting gouge thick-

ness is different, 1 mm in this 

study versus 2 mm in Niemeijer 

& Spiers (2005) and therefore 

the coefficient of friction is plot-

ted against the shear strain rate. .  



The direct effect of the stepping experiments is hard to 

explain. It does not correspond to the typical behaviour ex-

pected from rate-and-state-friction, and if anything, it is 

even opposite to that. Steady state strengths are similar to 

those obtained in constant velocity experiments, so the step-

ping experiments are not meaningless. Temperature is not 

expected to be of any influence, as the highest temperature 

estimated is 25-30 °C (during the 1 mms-1 stage). HDR543 

and HDR560 are both conducted in line 2 by pressing but-

tons. It is strange that typical RSF behaviour is observed in 

HDR580 and all 4 jumping experiments conducted from 

line1, almost suggesting it may be related to the apparatus. 

However, when analyzing potentiometer data, the change in 

velocity is equally swift in both. It is also not related to the 

type of assembly, as both Berea and gabbro show the same 

direct effect.  

 

5.4Jumping over a peak observed in the frictional strength 

versus sliding velocity data 

Jumps in velocity (basically large velocity steps, often of 

three orders of magnitude) were conducted in mixed halite-

muscovite at 1) wet conditions and slow slip rates and 2) 

room-dry conditions and high slip rates. The aim of the first 

set of experiments is to investigate the effect of an earthqua-

ke rupture (simulated by the velocity jump) coming in on a 

creeping (stably sliding) fault (the velocity strengthening 

regime as found in our wet data at velocities lower than 1 

µms-1). In other words, a jump over the peak in frictional 

strength at low velocities (see figure 10) is made.  The aim 

of the second set of experiments is also to gain insight into 

the transient portion during earthquake rupture and especial-

ly into the effect of the velocity strengthening portion  just 

before great weakening occurs at high velocities which may 

approach seismic velocities as in nature. Such a velocity 

strengthening portion may act as a barrier to earthquake 

propagation. Several jumps are made from the intermediate 

velocity regime (which is also velocity strengthening) into 

the high velocity regime, in room-dry gouges as wet gouge 

could not be deformed at such large sliding velocities. 

 

5.4.1Velocity jumps in wet halite plus muscovite gouges at 

low sliding velocities 

The low velocity jumps at wet conditions from low velo-

cities into the weakening regime show a sharp peak in 

strength against displacement (see figure 12), followed by 

an exponential decay in frictional strength, which could be 

modelled with Ruina’s RSF equation, using two state func-

tions and in some cases a linear correction term to allow a 

better fit of the data. It is assumed in this modelling that the 

drop in shear stress right before the peak, due to the free 

state of the rotary column, does not influence the peak and 

subsequent weakening. All (a-b) values are negative, corres-

ponding to the expected velocity weakening (table 6).  

As mentioned before, the positive velocity dependence at 

0.1 µms-1 may not be so large, and a foliation may not be 

present in all those experiments. Therefore the experiments 

may only in part represent a jump from a strengthening regi-

me into a weakening regime.  

The experiment jumping from 10µms-1 to 9.2 mms-1 

does not show a peak at all, similar to our stepping experi-

ments, which does not agree with RSF behaviour. Again, 

we cannot offer any explanation for this phenomenon.  

 

5.4.2. Velocity jumps in room-dry halite plus muscovite 

gouges at high sliding velocities 

The room-dry experiments in which velocity steps over 

the peak in strength were made first show a stage of harde-

ning after the velocity change, before overcoming the peak 

strength. This is not a direct strengthening effect as descri-

bed by RSF. After peak strength has been reached, rapid 

weakening to a very low coefficient of friction occurs in 

experiments with final velocities of 0.4 ms-1 and higher. 

The initial strengthening observed is not unique to our expe-

riments. Recently Sone & Shimamoto (2009) simulated the 

waveform of the Chi-Chi earthquake rupture, in which slip 

is accelerated from 0 to 1.9 ms-1 in 6s and decelerated back 

in 4s, investigating its effect on the frictional strength of 

gouge. They also find a stage of initial strengthening, over 

displacements (termed ‘characteristic strengthening distan-

ce’ or Da)  varying from 2-16 centimeters, before peak 

strength is reached and weakening starts to occur. As the 

slip rate decelerates, the fault gouge starts healing again. Da 

in our experiments ranges from ~0.2 m to 1.45 m. There 

seems to be an inverse relationship between the magnitude 

of the velocity change and this da value, but more data is 

necessary to prove this.  

Despite the different accelerations, all experiments show 

strengthening, and we cannot but agree with Sone and Shi-

mamoto (2009) that RSF indeed is not directly applicable to 

these high velocity experiments. The aforementioned aut-

hors suggest a modification the the RSF equation and add 

an initial strengthening term to account for the initial stage 

of strengthening. However, a physical basis for this is still 

lacking.  

 It is still unknown what causes this initial strengthening. 

Microstructural observations on HDR597 (0.01 – 0.22 ms-

1) show similar microstructures as the pure halite sample 

deformed at a constant velocity of 0.1 ms-1. At 0.01 ms-1 

deformation is expected to occur by cataclasis along a loca-

lized slip surface. As a jump in velocity is made, grainsize 

is reduced and healing can take place very fast, strengthe-

ning the material by forming the dense aggregates, as hypo-

thesized before.  After  some time however,  deformation 

does probably become localized causing the eventual wea-

kening, as may be indicated by the very sharp slip surface at 

the top. This localization may somehow be promoted by 

temperature, as this is rising during strengthening. Some 

melt may have formed, but again we have no evidence for 

this.  

 

5.5 Implications for natural fault zones 

Halite  provides  a  good  analogue  for  studying brittle-

ductile processes such as pressure solution and cataclasis at 

room temperature and low normal stresses. Plasticity does 

not become significant up to a normal load of 30 MPa 

(Shimamoto, 1986), or high temperatures. It is an anologue 

for quartzitic fault rock. Because phyllosilicates are ubiqui-

tous in natural fault rock, we have added muscovite to the 

halite to improve the simulation of a real fault rock. Most of 

the presented experiments underwent large strains, and are 

representative  of  fault  rock  that  have  undergone  large 

strains as well.  

Room-dry and wet experiments have been conducted in 

this study, involving a broad range of slip rates and often 

very large shear strains. The room-dry experiments may be 

an analogue for quartzitic fault rock in which some solution

-precipitation processes occur, but the extent of which may 



be limited, and mechanical and thermal effects of pore 

fluids are absent. If similar processes and rates of healing 

are going on in natural rock, these results may form a uni-

que demonstration of what happens in fault rock from very 

low to very high velocities. Results show a clear rate depen-

dency of the measured friction coefficient; regimes of wea-

kening & strengthening exist over the whole range of slip 

rates. Lower velocities need to be investigated to say more 

about the lowest velocity regime (whether it is stable or 

unstable). If our highest velocity experiments are represen-

tative of seismic deformation, we know that before the in-

tense weakening found at these slip rates the gouges first 

strengthen again. Such strengthening may act as barriers to 

propagating earthquake rupture. Further studies connecting 

the analogue results to realistic deformation lows are requi-

red to extrapolate this data to nature. Thusfar we can only 

argue qualitatively. 

The addition of muscovite creates an analogue with a 

quartzitic fault rock containing phyllosilicates. Results imp-

ly muscovite weakens the fault rocks at low velocities, and 

may inhibit healing to some extent as is argued by many 

other studies. However, the muscovite-halite relation may 

no longer be a realistic analogue, as the relative properties 

at high temperatures are much different for the quartz-halite 

system. 

The wet results may form an analogue for a quartzitic 

fault rock containing phyllosilicates at hydrothermal condi-

tions and low slip rates. At high slip rates it is no longer an 

analogue, as halite dissolves and the pore fluid evaporates.  

Extrapolating our (wet) results to natural fault rock under 

hydrothermal conditions is hard, and microstructures form a 

crucial link in proving any relationship for this. In our wet 

experiments we have observed the early formation of mus-

covite-foliation, pressure solution effects, grain size reducti-

on and fragmentation. We have to assume these are opera-

ting at similar rates, which is reasonable as observations on 

natural fault zones show similar microstructures, implying 

these processes are going on. Furthermore one needs to as-

sume that the experimental geometry is not too simplistic to 

simulate natural fault zones, which are complex geometric 

structures.  

This assumption brings us to the first important implicati-

on that our results have, namely that the effect of surface 

roughness of the wall-rock piston (which may be a labora-

tory analogue for the wall-rock surface in a natural fault) 

does have an effect on the sliding behaviour of the fault 

gouge. A smoother wall-rock is observed to yield a smaller 

dw and more unstable behaviour. Boldly stated, smoother 

faults in nature may be more unstable than are ‘rougher’ 

faults.  

This study just scratches the surface as it comes to the 

complexity of an earthquake cycle. In the jumping experi-

ments we try to simulate an earthquake by making a large 

velocity jump from a stably sliding fault gouge at much 

lower velocities. Of course this is just a simulation on simu-

lated gouge. The maximum velocity jump was limited to 3 

orders of magnitude. Deceleration was not studied, and ex-

periments were conducted at room-dry conditions. Newer 

research makes use of a function generator steering the mo-

tor, in which a much more natural waveform can be loaded 

(eg. Togo et al., 2009). Still the experiments remain challen-

ging; high-velocity experiments are difficult, and pore fluid 

pressures can still not be measured nor controlled, making it 

hard to do wet experiments.  

We can only qualitatively speculate on the implications of 

our jumping data. The intermediate peak in strength may 

cause gradual initial strengthening, before weakening sets 

in. This may act as a barrier against propagating rupture, but 

we cannot quantify any of this. Future research should focus 

more on this transient part of fault behaviour and this initial 

strengthening portion, and pore fluids should be included as 

their influence may be significant. What we can say is that 

RSF is probably not directly applicable anymore at higher 

velocities. 

 

6. Conclusions 

Frictional sliding experiments were performed on analo-

gue halite (+ muscovite) gouges in the HV2 rotary shear 

machine in Hiroshima University under low normal stres-

ses, over a large range of slip rates and usually at very large 

shear strains. Experiments conducted at Utrecht University 

by Niemeijer & Spiers (2005) could be reproduced adequa-

tely in the HV2 machine. Dry gouge experiments were used 

to investigate the stability behaviour of the fault gouge from 

0.1 µms-1 up to high slip rates of 1 ms-1. To study the ef-

fect of phyllosilicates, both pure halite gouge and halite 

gouge to which muscovite is added are investigated at dry 

conditions.  Wet halite experiments were conducted to si-

mulate processes operating near the brittle-ductile transiti-

ons and show a velocity strengthening region which forms 

an analogue to a creeping fault. Several velocity jumping (3 

order magnitude velocity change) experiments were con-

ducted from this strengthening region found in wet halite+ 

muscovite gouge, to simulate an earthquake rupture propa-

gating upwards over a fault zone into a stably deforming 

region. Velocity jumps in dry halite-muscovite were con-

ducted to study further the effect of a strengthening region 

on such a velocity change. Microstructures of various expe-

riments were analyse to investigate the deformation process. 

Mechanical data and microstructural evidence indicate: 

-There is a strong rate dependence in both dry and wet 

fault gouges. 

-Some pressure solution is definitely occurring in the 

‘dry’experiments 

-In the dry pure halite gouge we find 4 regimes of defor-

mation. At the ultralow velocity regime (0.1-1 µms-1) pure 

halite exhibits some slip strengthening probably caused by 

healing effects by pressure solution leading to strengthening 

of the gouge and more distributed deformation. In the low 

velocity regime (1 µms-1 – 1(0) mms-1 strong slip weake-

ning and velocity weakening occur, caused by localization 

and the accumulation of fine grained material along Y-

shears. Healing of the fine-grained material causes stick-

slip. The intermediate velocity regime (1(0) mms-1 – 0.1 ms

-1) in the gouge shows velocity strengthening, which we 

propose is caused by an interplay of formation of dense 

aggregates by rapid healing process occurring in very fine 

material and the subsequent distributed fracturing of those 

aggregates. In the high velocity regime (>0.1 ms-1) strong 

velocity weakening occurs, which is probably caused by 

melt. 

-The same 4 regimes are recognized for halite + muscovi-

te. Overall muscovite causes a lower frictional strength at 

ultralow velocities, slip weakening instead of slip hardening 

at ultralow velocities and a bit more velocity strengthening 

at intermediate velocities. Muscovite inhibits pressure solu-

tion somewhat, presumably causing different healing rates. 

-In the ultralow velocity regime the mixed gouge shows 

slip weakening and unstable behaviour, and is much weaker 



than the pure halite gouge. The velocity dependence is un-

certain in this region. This behaviour is explained by the 

formation of Y-shears and the accumulation of fine-grained 

material along these Y-shears prone to healing, causing 

stick-slip. In the low, intermediate and high velocity regime 

the mechanical data is similar to that of pure halite. Defor-

mation in the low velocity regime is also by cataclasis and 

the formation of Y-shears. In the intermediate velocity regi-

me muscovite containing gouge also strengthens, due to the 

interplay of formation of dense, strong aggregates by hea-

ling processes and the subsequent breaking up of those ag-

gregates by distributed deformation. Muscovite may start to 

dehydrate, releasing water that promotes this healing, ex-

plaining why the mixed gouge is stronger than the pure gou-

ge at these velocities. At high velocities very localized de-

formation takes place, and possibly some melting occurred. 

-Different wall-rock pistons were investigated in wet gou-

ge experiments. The surface roughness of the wall-rock 

piston influences the deformation behaviour, but not neces-

sarily the steady state strength. The smoother the wall-rock, 

the shorter the characteristic weakening distance dw and the 

sooner the onset of stick-slip behaviour. Localization is in-

ferred to occur faster in case of a smooth piston surface. 

-The wet gouge shows behaviour as found in Niemeijer & 

Spiers (2005) with velocity strengthening below 1µms-1 

and strong velocity weakening above 1 µms-1. The wet 

gouges were not suitable for high-velocity friction experi-

ments. The early formation of a foliation is observed in the 

velocity strengthening region, implying frictional-viscous 

behaviour as described by Niemeijer & Spiers (2005) is 

occurring. Cataclasis, granular flow and some localization 

occur in the velocity weakening regime. 

-Wet gouge at low slip rates behaves conform RSF when a 

large velocity step (jump) is made from the strengthening 

region at velocities < 1 µms-1. Stepping experiments above 

1 µms-1 up to 1 mms-1 do not show typical RSF behaviour 

whilst this is expected, and no plausible explanation for this 

has yet been found. 

-Experiments in dry halite + muscovite gouge investigated 

the influence of the velocity strengthening region found at 

intermediate velocities. When conducting a large velocity 

step from this  regime into the high velocity weakening re-

gime, an initial stage of slip hardening is observed. RSF is 

not (directly) applicable to these high-velocity experiments. 

-The intermediate velocity strengthening may act as a bar-

rier to earthquake rupture. More advanced experiments are 

required to investigate and identify the full scale of the com-

plex processes going on during these high slip rates and 

construct constitutive equations that can be used in quantita-

tive analysis and earthquake modelling. 
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